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From the Editors
Dear Colleagues,
Translation, in the technical sense of the term, originally referred to
the removal of relics from one location to another. It describes a
physical process by which material remains transition from holy space
to holy space. Much of what is essential—dare we say holy—in Judaism
is rooted in the textual, and thus is bound inextricably to language. But
“translation” in Judaism is far from exclusively concerned with
Scripture; Judaism and Jews’ understanding of their Jewishness
transformed time and again as the people migrated from place to place,
from society to society, over the millennia.
One could argue that the very origins of Judaism lie in translation
and language: in the transformation of the Israelites into the Jews
during the Babylonian Exile, and the flourishing of an Egyptian
Diaspora, as well. The Persian and Hellenistic periods witnessed
tremendous cultural transformations of Judaism, and these
transformations marked themselves in language: in the apparent need
to translate the Torah, as recorded in Nehemiah 8 (perhaps the earliest
mention of an Aramaic targum) and in the creation of the Greek
Septuagint. The process of textual translation has been ongoing ever
since, as communities navigated the imperative power of the Divine
Word, yoked inextricably to the divine language (Hebrew) and the need
and desire to understand those words in the vernacular. Translation
affords the translator an opportunity to synthesize Holy Writ with his
or her idea of holiness. Each translation—literal or metaphorical—
makes a statement about alienation and ownership, estrangement
and identity.
Of course, much of both Judaism and Jewish life beyond the text
was translated over the centuries, and the metaphor of translation
allows us to think about Judaism and Jewishness in all their rich and
complicated manifestations over the last two thousand years and across
the globe. Indeed, the ubiquity of translation as a motif throughout

Jewish history means that everyone involved in Jewish Studies must
constantly confront issues that relate to this idea: we teach in texts
written in other languages (often limited by the quality of translations
available), we construct curricula which may or may not recognize
certain languages as “Jewish” (and thus eligible for Jewish Studies
credit), and we work to close the gap between remote cultures and
those of our modern students—cultural rather than linguistic
translation.
The idea of “translation”—of carrying a legacy from the old realm
into the new—provides a fitting theme for our entry into our new role
as editors of AJS Perspectives, and we are delighted to share with you the
rich reflections on the subject by our colleagues. The essays in this issue
span from antiquity to the twenty-first century, from the Caribbean to
Iran, and for all their scope only scratch the surface of this vast topic.
The questionnaire, in turn, takes a pragmatic approach to the subject,
and presents an array of creative curricular responses to the challenges
presented by a religious and cultural tradition that can easily seem to
require tremendous linguistic versatility in a time when the
humanities generally and languages in particular are increasingly
pressed to justify themselves.
As we mark the transition—translation!—from the dynamic and
creative editorial leadership of Matti Bunzl and Rachel Havrelock, we
are delighted to share these essays with you, and hope that this issue
will inspire conversations at both coffeemakers and conferences.
Jonathan M. Hess
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Laura Lieber
Duke University

The Association for Jewish Studies wishes to thank the
Center for Jewish History and its constituent organizations
American Jewish Historical Society,
American Sephardi Federation, Leo Baeck Institute,
Yeshiva University Museum, and YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
for providing the AJS with office space
at the Center for Jewish History.
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From the President
Dear Colleagues,
I spent this past summer in Jerusalem, writing a report for the
National Library of Israel (NLI) concerning its holdings in American
Jewish Studies. I was not alone. Lots of AJS members seem to spend
portions of their summer at the National Library. Some first knew
it as the Jewish National and University Library, part of the Hebrew
University, but since 2008 it has become a government-recognized
semi-independent institution, eventually to be housed in a new stateof-the-art building near the Knesset. In the interim, the library’s
fabled Judaica Reading Room remains where it was, filled with
scholars from around the world devotedly engaged in research.
What is it about the NLI that makes it so alluring? First and
foremost, of course, the size and depth of the collection draw scholars
to it. The Judaica collection is especially comprehensive, embracing
works not only in Hebrew and English, but in all major languages.
While there are rival collections across North America, most of them,
like the collection at my university, are restricted in one way or
another. The NLI, by contrast, is open to the general public. All are
welcome to use it.
In addition, the Judaica Reading Room contains a large collection
of books and periodicals conveniently available on nearby shelves for
reference and browsing. This makes research particularly efficient.
In recent years, the library has also striven to become user-friendly.
The difficult-to-use order slips that patrons laboriously used to have to
fill out by hand (“please write clearly,” librarians implored) have been
mercifully retired. Most books are now easily ordered with the click of
a mouse straight from the online catalog. Ornery staff members seem
to have been retired as well. The library is full of young and
enthusiastic staff people, eager to be helpful.
Finally, what draws many people to the Judaica Reference Room is
the fact that it is filled with a diversity of scholars from around the
world. Have a question? There is always some great expert off in a
corner with whom one can consult. Want to talk about an idea? There
is inevitably a group of scholars eager to listen and respond—
vehemently. Many a monograph owes its origins to a stimulating
conversation in the NLI hallways.
The atmosphere of the Judaica Reference Room was not always as
welcoming as it is today. An eye-opening pamphlet by Professor
Moshe Rosman, entitled From Knowledge Culture to Discourse Culture:
The Changing Mission of Judaica Libraries, recalls an earlier era when
Israel’s library, like so many of its counterparts around the world, was
an elite haven principally reserved for scholars. Cultural “philistines,”
were effectively barred, Rosman writes. “Only someone who had
acquired the requisite cultural key, only a member of the club, only a
worker of good standing in the scholarly union, could walk through.”
Today, research at the Judaica Reference Room and throughout the
NLI has been thoroughly democratized. The library is open to all,
and—much like the Library of Congress—it offers patrons a great
many resources online.
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The new NLI mission statement reflects this transformed ethos:
In addition to collection and preservation, the NLI seeks to
become the country’s flagship of state-of-the-art information
technology, offering open, democratic access to the vast world of
physical and digital resources, tools, and services, not only those
based on the Library’s own holdings and trained personnel but
also the almost limitless resources available through collaborative
arrangements with other libraries and repositories of knowledge.
The key phrase is “open, democratic access.” Sitting in the NLI, I
could not help but contrast this pledge with the reality of most Jewish
libraries across North America. Instead of being freely open to all, most
of our libraries are closed to outsiders. Even if they extend “library
privileges”—a telling phrase—to short-term visitors with bona fide
scholarly credentials, “open democratic access” is utterly alien to their
mission. They cater to much more limited constituencies and expect
outsiders who seek regular access to their collections to pay
handsomely for the “privilege.”
The field of Jewish Studies suffers from the fact that so many great
Jewish libraries are closed to outsiders. Graduate students, emeriti, and
independent scholars suffer the most, but even many of our members
with regular academic appointments lack regular access to first-class
Jewish library collections. The premier collections of Jewish books in
North America—a few notable exceptions notwithstanding, including
the Center for Jewish History—effectively lie behind paywalls.
The high cost of maintaining a comprehensive Judaica collection,
complex rules set by suppliers of library content like ProQuest and
EBSCO, and long traditions of academic elitism (“Philistines are
barred”) make it unlikely that a modern-day Joshua will tear these
walls down anytime soon. If anything, the walls are growing higher
and higher. Some libraries, in recent years, have gone so far as to place
even their online catalogues behind paywalls.
In light of these unhappy trends, the move to “open democratic
access” adopted by the National Library of Israel bears careful
watching. Will it promote learning, scholarship, and a more
democratic ethos? Will it transform NLI into the central library for
Jews and students of Judaism around the world? Should AJS partner in
some way with NLI for the benefit of our members? Judging from the
crowds in the Judaica Reference Room this summer, a great many
library patrons, AJS members among them, have already voted with
their feet.
Jonathan D. Sarna
Brandeis University

From the Executive Director
Dear Colleagues,
How someone gets on the AJS Board of Directors seems to be,
unintentionally, one of the best kept secrets. AJS recently appointed a
governance committee, chaired by Robin Judd and including Judith
Baskin, David Freidenreich, and Joel Berkowitz, charged with, among
many tasks, examining the AJS board nominations process and
ensuring greater transparency. Although the board election system is
outlined in the AJS bylaws, available at www.ajsnet.org/bylaws.htm,
this webpage is not exactly setting Google Analytics records. I thus
hope this column will demystify the board election process, and
encourage more people to get involved.
AJS’s Board of Directors (www.ajsnet.org/board.htm) consists of
five officers (president, vice president for membership, vice president
for program, vice president for publications, and secretary/treasurer)
and eighteen regular directors. In addition, the past two presidents sit
on the board, as do the editors of Perspectives and AJS Review (ex officio).
Regular director terms are three years; officer terms are two years. As
noted in Article IV, Section 3 of the AJS bylaws the board is charged
with the general direction, management, and control of AJS. On a
practical level, this means oversight of AJS’s projects, mission, and
finances.
Each December, AJS’s president submits to the board for approval
the names of seven people to serve on the nominating committee,
which is charged with creating a slate of board nominees. The 2015
nominating committee consists of: Beth Berkowitz, Sara Horowitz
(chair), Charles Manekin, David Myers, Shachar Pinsker, Riv-Ellen Prell,
and Steve Weitzman. They were selected for the breadth of fields and
regions they represent, their leadership experience, as well as their firsthand knowledge of AJS board and committee work.
The committee next seeks suggestions of director nominees
by reaching out to various constituencies, including the heads of
divisions, caucuses, standing committees, and editorial boards, as
well as current board members. These leaders are reminded that the
AJS board strives to reflect the diversity of the field of Jewish Studies
with respect to discipline, region, type of institution, stage of career,

and gender. Suggested nominees’ familiarity with AJS—through
regular attendance at its conferences, involvement in publications,
or other undertakings—is also very important, as well as people’s
desire to be further involved in AJS and their leadership role at their
home institutions or other organizations. AJS welcomes as nominees
professors as well as scholars who work both within and outside of
academia (i.e. in museums, archives, historical societies, libraries,
nonprofits, etc.). Eligibility to serve on the executive committee is a bit
narrower, requiring current or past service on the board or program
committee, or as a division chair or editor of an AJS publication. In
order to be eligible for the presidency, someone must either currently
be an officer, or have served as an officer within the previous four years.
The nominating committee spends several weeks over the
spring and summer developing a list of potential nominees. Once
that list is finalized and the individuals agree to join the slate, the list
is shared with the president of AJS and, finally, with the full
membership, a month ahead of the annual conference. The chair of
the committee formally presents the slate at the annual business
meeting, this year to be held December 13 at 1:15 pm at the Sheraton
Boston. Election is by majority vote of the members present at the
business meeting.
So what do you do if you are interested in serving on the AJS
board? Get involved: contact the AJS office or an officer about your
interest in serving on a committee or an editorial board, as a division
chair or a volunteer in some other capacity. Board service is as much
about excellence in scholarship as it is about having administrative,
program-building, fundraising, and other such experience that can help
AJS grow. Also be on the lookout for communication about new ways
AJS seeks to involve members in the nominations process. As always,
I welcome your thoughts. Please feel free to contact me at
rsheramy@ajs.cjh.org.
Rona Sheramy
Association for Jewish Studies

Read AJS Perspectives Online at
perspectives.ajsnet.org
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The Translation Issue
Cluster 1. Translation, Judaism, and Textuality
Translating the Bible Again
Robert Alter

W

hen Genesis, the first volume of
my Bible translation, appeared
in 1996, my nephew, a perfectly
reasonable and intelligent man, asked his
mother why on earth I would want to do
still another translation of the Bible. The
simple answer, which I offer as someone
who has been devoted to reading the Bible in
Hebrew since late adolescence, is that there
is something wrong with all the English
versions. We have, of course, a canonical
English translation, the King James Version,
which has many splendid passages and which
has permanently changed literary English.
There are, however, serious problems with
the King James Version beyond the fact that
much of its language is now archaic. It is
marred by all sorts of misunderstandings
of the Hebrew, some minor, some real
howlers. In regard to style, for the most
part it does better with the narrative prose
than with the poetry. For the poetry, it
produces lines that soar, and that are etched
in our collective memory, but also lines
that stumble, collapsing into arrhythmia by
rendering the beautifully compact Hebrew in
a welter of unnecessary syllables and words.
I suspect that this deficiency may reflect
the fact that for the King James translators
Hebrew was a language to be deciphered
on the page, not a language they heard.
The sundry translations done in the
second half of the twentieth century by
scholarly-ecclesiastical committees sought
to strike out in an entirely new direction,
but with lamentable results that made the
King James Version still preferable to the
new versions. For most Jews, the English
Bible that unfortunately has become the
default text is the New Jewish Publication
Society version, begun in the early 1960s
and completed in 1985. The scholarly
credentials of the participating translators
were impeccable, and I would assume that
they had a love for the expressive power
of the Hebrew similar to my own. The
underlying problem for their enterprise was
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Title page reprinted from The Holy Bible,
conteyning the Old Testament, and the New.
(London: Robert Barker, 1611). Courtesy of
Cambridge University Press.

that, unlike the translators working in early
seventeenth-century England, the members
of the JPS team were cut off by their cultural
location and their academic training from
the literary language of the time. When you
do a doctorate in Biblical Studies at Harvard
or Yale or the University of Pennsylvania,
you learn many useful things, from Ugaritic
to archeological analysis, but issues of
prose style and poetic form will scarcely be
addressed in your classes, and you are not
likely to be reading James Joyce or Wallace
Stevens in your spare time. Thus, the JPS
translators, like their Protestant and Catholic
counterparts, embarked on a misguided
project of repackaging biblical syntax to make
it look as though it were composed in the

twentieth century, of ignoring the rhythms
of both poetry and prose, and of repeatedly
stripping away the purposeful ambiguity of
Hebrew terms by translating them according
to context, in explanatory fashion.
All this was combined with a
promiscuous mingling of linguistic registers
in English—Joseph distributes “rations”
in Egypt, biblical husbands do not lie with
their wives but “cohabit” with them. Again
and again, the JPS translation exhibits a tin
ear for English. Thus, in the first chapter
of Genesis: “God made the two great lights,
the greater light to dominate the day and
the lesser light to dominate the night.” The
unfortunate choice of “to dominate” not
only wrecks the Priestly writer’s evocative
Hebrew cadence, ’et ha-ma’or ha-gadol
le-memshelet ha-yom, but it is also a verb
that belongs in the realm of international
politics or of sexual perversion, not to the
representation of celestial luminaries.
What I think a translator of the Bible
should aspire to convey in English is not
merely a set of lexical values but the fine
articulations of the literary vehicle, for these
are inseparable from the vision of God and
humanity and history and morality that
the biblical writers intended to express. The
shaping force of the Hebrew syntax needs
to be respected wherever possible—the
cadenced sequence of parallel clauses in the
narrative prose, the strategic deployment of
syntactical inversions used to underscore
a thematic point or to highlight an aspect
of character. A translator should seek to
replicate the subtle, precise, and sometimes
daring word choices of the Hebrew and not
“regularize” them to look like the choices of
an altogether conventional modern English
writer. Biblical Hebrew exhibits three general
levels of diction: a relatively simple middle
diction for the narratives, deliberately
limited in vocabulary; a specialized poetic
diction for the poetry, reflecting a somewhat
archaic language and even distinctive
grammatical features; and a diction in the

Reprinted from The Holy Bible, conteyning the Old Testament, and the New.
(London: Robert Barker, 1611). Courtesy of Cambridge University Press.

lively dialogues that often gestures toward
the colloquial. A translator should at least
attempt to show these differences. There is
also the vigorous presence of soundplay and
wordplay in the Hebrew. Perhaps one should
call this the translator’s despair because
a reasonable English equivalent is often
hard to imagine; but, given the expressive
importance of such linguistic play in the
Hebrew, it is worth trying to devise viable
English equivalents. These will often not be
attainable, but I can attest that sometimes
you get lucky and succeed in conveying
something akin to the effect of the Hebrew.
Translating any great work, and perhaps
above all the Bible, requires a quality of
intellectual humility. All translations
are imperfect things, or, from a different
point of view, mere works in progress. The

imperfections are bound to be especially
salient in the case of the Bible because the
structure of Biblical Hebrew and the semantic
range of many of its terms are so different from
those of modern English. I have produced my
own versions of biblical texts in the awareness
that they are necessarily approximations,
sometimes good approximations and
sometimes inevitably unsatisfactory ones.
Is this a Jewish enterprise? I would have
to say that I am an inveterate literary person
and that as such I respond with excitement
and wonder to the literary vehicle of the Bible,
which I have tried to emulate in English. But
that vehicle is for me always indelibly Hebrew,
and in this I feel a certain identification, even
though I am a translator, with Rashi and
Ibn Ezra and all the Jews through the ages
who would not have thought of reading the

Bible except in Hebrew. My dream, which
can be only distantly realized, is to fashion
an English Bible that feels like the Hebrew,
recovering the earthiness and the precious
concreteness of the biblical language,
clearing the text of the lingering residue
of Protestant theology (the “souls” and the
“salvations”), and suggesting to readers what
anyone who knows the Hebrew will palpably
sense, that this is a kind of writing which
indissolubly weds beautiful language with a
probing complexity and subtlety of vision.
Robert Alter is professor emeritus of Hebrew
and Comparative Literature at the University of
California–Berkeley. He has written widely on the
European and American novel, on modern Hebrew
literature, and on literary aspects of the Bible and
has translated a large portion of the Bible.
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The Translation as a Bilingual Text: The Curious Case
of the Targum
Willem F. Smelik

A

targum (an Aramaic translation
of Scripture) is a translation that
does not come alone: hardly ever
is it left unattended by its parent text, the
Hebrew Bible. While it may play, it is always
supervised, its game subject to specific rules.
A targum is not supposed to ever leave home
and strike out on its own. The reasons for this
peculiar and probably unique conception of
translation as one part of a bilingual text are to
be sought in contemporary rabbinic views on
how to read and translate the Hebrew Bible.
To translate or not to translate a holy text
is not an easy question. The answer depends
on the view of how, if at all, such a text may
be translated, whether indeed it is possible to
adequately translate it, all the while minding
the danger that a successful translation
tends to usurp the position of the original.
To defend the first Greek translation of the
Bible, known as the Septuagint, an apologetic
myth explained its miraculous accuracy visà-vis the original, thereby stating the claim
of the translation’s divine inspiration. For the
Jewish philosopher Philo of Alexandria, the
truth of the translation meant that it stood
on a par with the original. Those who master
both Greek and Hebrew, he claimed, “would
admire and reverence them both as sisters,
or rather as one and the same both in their
facts and in their language; considering these
translators not mere interpreters but priests
and prophets to whom it had been granted
in their honest and guileless minds to go
along with the most pure spirit of Moses.”
Sometime later, the Talmud described how
the earth shook in astonishment when
Yonatan ben ‘Uzziel first dared to air his
Aramaic translation of the Prophets, with
the translation of the Writings forbidden
to him by a softly spoken divine decree.
The defense of either Greek or Aramaic
translation is the flip side of the view that
any translation is impossible without the
text suffering significant loss. It is true that a
certain sensitivity to scriptural translation is
indeed manifest in many statements that are
scattered over early rabbinic literature. The
skeptic’s view of translations is aptly captured
in the following famous statement ascribed to
R. Yehudah b. ’Ila‘i: “R. Yehudah said, ‘Whoever
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interprets a verse plainly is a liar, whoever
adds something to it a blasphemer and a
reviler’” (B. Megillah 32b). While R. Yehudah’s
remark raises the bar for translation, as he
emphasizes interpretative fidelity between a
plain translation that loses meaning and a rich
one that adds some, his words still leave room
to embark on a translation, albeit precious
little. Unsurprisingly, some voices would
advocate an ever-stronger position on the
translatability of the Holy Writ. The Amoraic
source Sefer Torah (1.6) espouses a downright
negative view on translation when it compares
the day the famous Septuagint was penned
to the desert day on which the Israelites in
the absence of Moses molded the golden
calf, that symbol of idolatry par excellence.
But two factors mitigate the skeptic’s
view on scriptural translation, and both of
these are born of multilingualism. By the
early rabbinic period translations were a fact
of life, both in the Diaspora and in Roman
Palestine. Under Roman and Sassanid rule, the
vast majority of Jews spoke Aramaic or Greek.
As is clear from quotations and manuscript
evidence, Greek translations had long gained
a foothold in Jewish societies, including
rabbinic circles, which is exemplified by
Rabban Shimon ben Gamaliel’s permission to
write the Holy Writ in Greek (M. Megillah 1:8).
Even the myth of its inspired origins, which
started with the Letter of Aristeas, had gained
acceptance among the early rabbis. However
the suspicion of scriptural translation,
rabbinic opinion had to accommodate
a tradition that had already been firmly
embraced by the rabbinic predecessors.
Not only had multilingualism made
translation inescapable, the early rabbis
sometimes voiced the belief that things were
not lost but rather won in translation, as they
embraced multilingualism as the manifold
expression of God’s language. The notion of
the Torah as a multilingual text occurs in
several sources, perhaps most notoriously
in the statement that every single word that
God spoke “split into seventy languages” (B.
Shabbat 88b). Another example relates to
Moses’s speech on what the Israelites should
do upon entering the Promised Land, namely
to erect stones on which to inscribe God’s

teaching “most distinctly,” which can also
be read as “well explained” (Deut. 27:8). In
Mishnah Sotah (7:5) this story is taken up
as follows: “and they wrote on them all the
words of the Torah in seventy languages, as it
is written, ‘well explained.’” The Torah found
full expression in a multitude of translations.
As far as we know, Greek was the first
target language of scriptural translation,
but Aramaic followed relatively soon.
Some Aramaic translations appear among
the Dead Sea Scrolls, although what is
today known as “targums” are products of
the rabbinic period, beginning in the first
centuries CE, when some anonymous but
erudite Jews—later named as Onkelos and
Jonathan—cultivated Aramaic scriptural
translations of the Torah and the Prophets
for oral dissemination. Under Christian rule
in Palestine, these were soon followed by the
Palestinian targums to the Torah and even
later by Aramaic translations of the Writings.
All of these translations are widely regarded
as a translation sui generis, which earned them
the moniker “targum,” which simply means
“translation” in Hebrew but as a technical
term came to denote “Jewish Aramaic
Bible translation” in modern scholarship.
What made the targum different were the
guidelines it came with, and these guidelines
above all highlight the absolute necessity to
distinguish between the Scriptures and their
translation, with the latter always playing
second fiddle. In the Talmud, ‘Ulla prohibited
the recitation of a written translation, for
“they should not say that the targum is
written in the Torah” (B. Megillah 32b). The
distinction between the written Torah and
the oral translation is designed to safeguard
the unassailable position of the original;
it became the hallmark of all targums.
At this point we see how the rabbinic
movement eventually reconciled the
positive, cautious, and skeptical views on
translation. The careful distinction between
the written text and its oral interpretation
is the ingenious resolution, perhaps at the
risk of stifling interpretation, of the dangers
inherent in the practice of translation.
Crucial is not the distinction, but the decision
to tie in translation with the preeminent

Hebrew text on which it would forever
depend. Targum would forever be framed as
a counterpoint to the Hebrew recitation. This
central construction has apparently been
carried over from contemporary Halakhah
into liturgical practice, when the former
stipulated that Torah and targum should be
recited by two distinct persons, alternating
verse by verse, with the Torah read from a
scroll and the targum declaimed by heart.
The interpreter should not be the senior
of the Hebrew reader, neither in age nor
in standing. And in the end, the Hebrew
could be recited singly, not so the targum.
The evidence is there for all to see. The
targums handed down to us were never meant
to be an independent text, a translation in
their own right; instead, they point to the
Hebrew original, which the manuscripts
almost always included in their text. Only
a small minority of manuscripts have no
Hebrew source text. The majority of textual

witnesses present a running text in which
Hebrew and Aramaic text alternate verse by
verse (sometimes with other translations
added); others have Hebrew and Aramaic in
parallel columns (often with a smaller script
for Aramaic), or on facing pages, or with an
abbreviated Hebrew text (a few lemmata)
followed by the complete translation for that
verse; all of these basic formats, on which
variations occur, signal the priority of the
Hebrew text and that the targum should be
read against that text, whilst no one should
arrogate biblical status to any targum.
Even the grammar of many targums
reveals the presence of the Hebrew original
underneath its text. As long ago as 1864,
Abraham Geiger observed how Onkelos’s
anxiety brought about many Hebraisms, a
view confirmed by many authors since. The
literal aspects of the translation so closely
emulate the Hebrew that the Aramaic has a
distinctly translational feel about it, the direct

result of a strategy to carefully reproduce all
the building blocks and boundaries of the
biblical verse. The anonymous translators
responsible for these targums—teachings
often had name tags, but texts remained
anonymous—mapped the Hebrew text
to their Aramaic translation with utmost
precision. The two translations that came to be
seen as authoritative, Onkelos (to the Torah)
and Jonathan (to the Prophets), correlated
virtually every single element in the original
text with its new, translucent overlay, which
by explicit design never quite obscures the
original text. The targum translates and
simultaneously refers to its source text.
Grammar and translational structure betray
the targum as a transparent overlay.
It goes without saying that this targumic
foil frequently shows its own colors, not
despite all the ostentatious fidelity to the
Hebrew original, but because of it. Plain
translation would not convey biblical
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meaning, as R. Yehudah bar ’Ila‘i had spelled
out so vividly. Often very subtle changes
indicate an exegetical direction, for which
the very first word of the Torah, bereshit,
may serve as an example, since Onkelos
translates this word with be-kadmin “in
olden days,” thereby studiously avoiding
any statement on what came first. Targum
Neofiti, our only complete Palestinian
Aramaic translation of the Torah, agrees
with Onkelos but adds a second translational
equivalent, “in olden days, in wisdom . . .”
This example illustrates two common
characteristics of the targums: substitutions
and pluses that steer the meaning of the
original text in new directions. Sometimes
the true significance of these subtle changes
only emerges when we consider their
parallels in ancient Jewish exegesis.
While all targums share certain
characteristics, they can be quite dissimilar
to one another. The so-called Palestinian
Targum shares many translational aspects
with Onkelos and Jonathan but weaves
far more aggadic material into its text.
Other targums, such as Targum Song of
Songs and Esther II, almost transform the

meaning of translation, taking interpretation
to new extremes and pushing the very
boundaries of what a translation is; they
may follow the original verse boundaries
and order, but their relationship to the
Hebrew becomes apparent only after
careful exegetical study of their text.
Some of these latter targums, such as
Targum Chronicles, may reflect the new
realities of medieval Europe, where Aramaic
no longer served as anyone’s vernacular
and the use of targum evolved accordingly.
Its traditional role of a linguistic and, to a
lesser extent, interpretative repository in
the talmudic period received more and more
emphasis. Medieval sources cite targum as
a prep for Talmud study since its language
was considered to be very similar to that of
Onkelos. Although unmentioned, knowledge
of Onkelos and Talmud would also have lent
mystical creativity good services, since the
Zoharic corpus was written in what may be
termed “cod Aramaic.” Gradually, targum
occupied the position of an authoritative
commentary to be perused by biblical scholars.
By this time, the child had escaped its original
confines: targumic manuscripts without

any Hebrew appear, and make sense now
that they no longer function as translations,
but as linguistic preparation for Talmud
study and commentaries on the Scriptures,
just as Rashi, with whose commentary
they would soon be accompanied, and
more often than not replaced altogether.
New pastures beckoned when the
study of the targums took on a new impetus
among Christian Hebraists, who appreciated
the way the targums emulate the Hebrew
“truth” and frequently elucidate obscure
passages; moreover, a new christological
use of the targums emerged, with polemical
or missionary interests never far away.
Our only complete manuscript of the
Palestinian Targum to the Torah was thus
preserved in a monastery for those who
converted from the old faith to the new.
Willem F. Smelik is professor of Hebrew and
Aramaic Literature in the Department of Hebrew
and Jewish Studies at University College London,
UK. He is editor of the journal Aramaic Studies
and the author of Rabbis, Language and
Translation in Late Antiquity (Cambridge
University Press, 2013).
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Tsene-rene: In the Language of Ashkenaz
Jeffrey Veidlinger

A

mong piles of decaying Talmud folios,
prayer books, and rabbinical
commentaries that had been stored in
the great synagogue of Khust (Huszt), I
stumbled upon an edition of the Tsene-rene,
published in Piotrków in 1889. It was 2005 and
the baroque synagogue in this Carpathian
town was being refurbished. Workers were
repairing leaks in the roof as we chatted with
Shimen Repkin, who shared with us the
history of the community. The synagogue was
built, he told us, in the 1860s and was once the
pride of Hungary. Following the collapse of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, it became the pride
of Czechoslovakia. When the Germans
occupied the town in 1944, they used the
synagogue to store the property they
confiscated from Jews all over the Carpathian
region; they sent the property owners to
Auschwitz. In later decades, the Soviet
Communists tried to turn the synagogue into
a social club for the adjacent shoe factory.
Locals recall that a group of Jewish women
protected the synagogue and the books it held,
and prevented the Communists from
expropriating it. Repkin invited us to sift
through the books and take what we wanted;
there were no locals left with any use for them.
I stuck the Tsene-rene in my backpack together
with a copy of Shivh.ei ha-Besht (In Praise of the
Baal Shem Tov).
The Tsene-rene is often mischaracterized
as a Yiddish translation of the Bible, a
mistaken formulation that probably came
from the text’s original title, “The Pentateuch
in the Language of Ashkenaz with the Five
Scrolls and the Haftarahs.” It is also known
as the “Taytsh-khumesh,” a term that means
both the “Pentateuch in Yiddish (taytsh)” and
“the translated Pentateuch.” The common
name of the text, Tsene-rene, comes from
the Song of Songs verse z.e’eneh u-re’enah
benot Z.iyon (“Go forth and look, daughters of
Zion”), with which the book was subtitled.
The original text was written sometime
in the late sixteenth or early seventeenth
century by Yankev ben Yitskhok Ashkenazi
of Janow, about whom we know very little.
In fact, we don’t even know which of the
various Janows that appear on the map was
his birthplace. One reasonable candidate is a
town in Lublin district, which would put him
near the cosmopolitan center of the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth, where
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Khust Synagogue interior. Courtesy of the Archives of Historical and Ethnographic Yiddish
Memories (AHEYM).

the famed Lublin Fair attracted visitors
from near and far, and where the Council
of Four Lands met as a governing council
for Polish Jewry. The Tsene-rene was one of
several attempts of the period to render
the Pentateuch more accessible to Yiddishspeaking Ashkenazic Jews; it was part of
a democratization of Jewish knowledge
made possible by the advent of the
printing press and the ethos of the era.
The text was ostensibly directed
toward women, “daughters of Zion,”
and therefore is also sometimes called a
women’s Bible. In Yankev ben Yitskhok’s
words, he wrote the Tsene-rene so that:
all the people of the land, both small
and great, might themselves know
and understand how to read all of the
twenty-four books. For the people hear
sermons in the synagogues and do not
understand what the sermon is. They
speak too rapidly in the synagogue,
but in the book one can read slowly, so
that one can understand by oneself.
By the early twentieth century, the
Tsene-rene had become one of the most popular
texts among eastern European Jews. It was

Title page of the author’s copy of the Tsene-rene
from the Khust Synagogue. Courtesy of the author.
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’Anokhi
Abigail Gillman

G

enesis would have us believe that
once upon a time there was one
language and unified speech, and
human society did not require translation.
The story of the Tower of Babel teaches that
translation was one of many labors imposed
on humanity for our primordial sins—
along with the sweat of our brow, pain in
childbirth, the war between the sexes,
wandering, and exile.
A midrash in the Tanh.uma offers an
alternative primal scene: “When the Holy
One came to give the Torah to Israel, God
spoke to them in a language they knew and
understood. ‘I [’anokhi] am the Lord your God.’
Rabbi Neh.emiah said: What kind of word is
’anokhi? It is an Egyptian word. In Egypt, when
a man wished to say to a friend ‘I [’ani],’ he said
’anokhi.” Why did God translate the very first
word of the Torah into Egyptian? The Israelites
had forgotten Hebrew during their sojourn in
Egypt. How would God speak with them? How
would they understand the Torah? Translation
became a precondition of revelation. Mutual
understanding of the covenant was more
important than a common language or holy
tongue. And even in the language of the
enemy, God’s word is still the word of God.
Perhaps the impulse to translate the Torah is
as old as revelation itself, and God was the first
translator. Perhaps ’anokhi, the first word of
the Ten Commandments, is a secret Fremdwort
within the Hebrew Bible—a trace of historical
experiences that have made translation a
necessary intermediary between the Jewish
people and their Scripture. As is well known,
the Jews not only produced translations,
they became a “nation of translators,” the
chosen people of a translating deity.
The insight has been expressed by Jewish
thinkers throughout history. Deuteronomy
begins with Moses setting out to “expound
this teaching” to the people of Israel. Rashi
interprets the Hebrew verb for expound, be’er,
as “rendered in seventy languages,” and be’er
is the same term that Moses Mendelssohn
used for the explanatory notes of his 1780
German translation of the Pentateuch, the
Be’ur. Rav Nah.man of Breslov also perceived
the dynamic power of translation, specifically
the Aramaic targum, to raise the Hebrew
words of Torah to a still higher level. Franz
Rosenzweig, who started out translating Judah
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Detail from Philippson, Ludwig. Die Israelitische Bibel (Leipzig: Baumgartner’s
Buchhandlung, 1839), 323.

Halevi’s biblically infused Hebrew hymns
into German, came to regard translation
as a key to the transformative potential of
Scripture, by which he meant, the Bible’s
unique power to transform “our errors into
its truth.” The Hebrew Bible never has been
an antique volume for Jews. Throughout
much of Jewish history, translating it was
neither a scholarly, nor an assimilatory
endeavor, but first and foremost a pedagogical
one—a consequence of vernacularization.
Yet, from the very start, translating the
Torah presented an unavoidable dilemma: it
forced Jewish translators to choose between
the words of Torah and the sense of Torah
as traditionally understood. The dilemma is

noted in the Babylonian Talmud in Kiddushin
49a, where the rabbis attempt to understand
what exactly is meant if someone refers to
himself as a translator. “R. Yehudah said: If one
translates a verse literally, he is a liar; if he adds
thereto he is a blasphemer and a libeler. Then
what is meant by translation? Our [authorized]
translation.” This may be one of the first
acknowledgments of the untranslatability of
Torah, or the impossibility of doing justice
to Torah through translation, of navigating a
path between the Scylla of literality and the
Charybdis of the accepted meaning. Only the
Aramaic targum, the vernacular translation
in use since the Second Temple period, was
granted the status of a holy translation.

Philippson, Ludwig. Die Israelitische Bibel (Leipzig:
Baumgartner’s Buchhandlung, 1839), 16.

There is a clear logic behind another
statement in the Talmud claiming that the
day the Torah was translated into Greek was
like the day the golden calf was built. It warns
that translation’s relationship to the original
is potentially idolatrous, akin to a false
image of the divine. A more nuanced view
emerges from the prescription in B. Berakhot
8a: “Rav Huna bar Yehudah says in the name
of Rabbi Ami: ‘one should always complete
the reading of one’s weekly Torah portion
with the congregation, twice from the mikra
[Torah] and once from the targum [Aramaic
translation].’” The practice of shnayim mikra,
“twice from Torah,” captures the ambivalence
towards the use of translation by prohibiting
the illusion of equivalence between, or equal
time for, Scripture and translation. On a
weekly basis, contact with Hebrew Torah must
exceed contact with translation by two to
one. The message is that while understanding
the text is important, it is not as important
as, is not a substitute for, the ritualized
chanting and hearing of Torah. Knowing the
contents or sense of the weekly Torah portion
is not to be mistaken for an end in itself.

Philippson, Ludwig. Die Israelitische Bibel (Leipzig:
Baumgartner’s Buchhandlung, 1839), 27.

In her doctoral thesis on the medieval
translation tradition in Ashkenaz, Nehama
Leibowitz writes that Ashkenazic Jews
took the rabbinic prohibitions against the
use of an independent translation of the
Torah very seriously. The custom of “twice
from Torah” persisted, along with the
sanctioning of oral translations, above all,
for educating children and women. In old
Yiddish, two medieval genres of translation
were developed for educational purposes,
both of which were designed to avoid even
the impression of what we modern readers
take for granted, namely, that the sense of
Torah can be faithfully conveyed in a pure,
continuous, stand-alone Bible. Printed
guides to translation were permitted insofar
as they would require a living, breathing
teacher to make any sense of them.
The midrash about the word ’anokhi
teaches that the translated Bible became a
meeting place for God and the Jews in a time
of radical transition. This was once again the
case during the Haskalah. Richard Cohen
likens the multifaceted return to the Bible
to the construction of modern synagogues

in the public sphere. In the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, the translated Bible
opened up the domains of language, grammar,
poetry, philology, history, archeology, and
all areas of knowledge for German Jews.
Although determined to break from the
Yiddish translation tradition, in fact, German
Jewish translators inherited their forerunners’
pedagogical mandate, as well as their notion
of the Bible as what Chava Turniansky calls
an “open source.” The Tsene-rene and other
such books selected out verses from Scripture,
then elaborated upon them with stories and
homilies that related to them in an associative
manner. In this way, “the door was open
to many possibilities of choices of verses,
to expand or contract the topic, to choose
among the commentaries and draw whatever
conclusions.” Out of the Yiddish tradition, and
also, by drawing from the Christian example,
German Jewish translators updated and
upgraded the image of the Jewish study Bible.
An essential difference is that premodern
Jewish translators boasted that they were
repeating the vocabulary of their teachers, a
fixed translation vocabulary referred to as
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Philippson, Ludwig. Die Israelitische Bibel (Leipzig: Baumgartner’s
Buchhandlung, 1839), 933.

khumesh-taytsh. But the modern Jewish
translator was an author; he had to announce
that his translation was an improvement over
past versions and unique in some important
respect. Of course, the source text was the
same in every respect, but a new translation
into German was, nevertheless, an urgent
historical necessity. The break with the past
was usually justified as a corrective or remedy
of some kind, in light of contemporary
conditions. Martin Buber made the case that a
new type of Bible was needed for der Mensch
von heute, but in fact, each of the translators
who preceded him expressed that same
sentiment in one form or another. At the
same time, the translators had to create the
impression of continuity between what they
were doing and the vibrant classical tradition
16
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of translation going back to Moses, Ezra, the
Greek Septuagint, the Aramaic targumim
and Sa‘adiah Gaon. This tradition was, they
believed, continuous from ancient to modern
times; they insisted that there was no
fundamental break. To establish themselves
as the next link in that chain was the litmus
test of their authenticity. Put most simply,
modern Jewish translators faced inordinate
pressure to frame their contributions as both
new and old.
Translating the Bible was no punishment;
nor was it just a remedy for the shortcomings
of Jewish society. It became a privilege: a
means of enhancing Scripture and amplifying
its message. Modern translators experienced
themselves as participants in a kind of torch
relay, whereby the Torah was passed into their

hands for them to safeguard and carry a short
distance in their day and age. Still, they
worried that the torch relay would be
perceived as a children’s game of telephone,
wherein the message whispered into one’s
ear changes just a little bit with each new
transmission.
Abigail Gillman, associate professor of Hebrew,
German, and Comparative Literature at
Boston University, is the author of Viennese
Jewish Modernism: Freud, Hofmannsthal,
Beer-Hofmann and Schnitzler (Penn State
University Press, 2009) and “‘Seit ein Gespräch
wir sind, und hören können von einander’:
Martin Buber’s Message to Postwar Germany”
(NEXUS, 2014). She is completing a cultural
history of German Jewish Bible translation.
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“Karpinowitz is a master storyteller
with a talent for blending fact and
fiction, an eye for detail, a finely attuned ear for slang—and an abiding
affection for the colorful characters
who inhabit the lost world of prewar
Vilna. It’s all brilliantly rendered in this
first-ever translation.”
—Ellen Cassedy, author of We Are Here

“The almost-Biblical lushness of
some of the imagery, reminiscent
of the Song of Solomon, or of the
Psalms, finds its proper level in
Haxton’s judicious understanding of
how to make the rhetoric feel, if not
exactly natural, then natural for the
lexicon of a poet like Lasker-Schüler.”
—Tom Sleigh, award-winning author of Army Cats
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“An original reconceptualization of
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between Hebrew and Yiddish during
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“Comprehensive and wonderfullytranslated, this collection is a spiritual and intellectual gift for lovers of
poetry.”
—Ilana Szobel, Brandeis University

New from Princeton
The Love of God

What’s Divine about
Divine Law?

Divine Gift, Human Gratitude,
and Mutual Faithfulness in Judaism

Early Perspectives

Jon D. Levenson

Christine Hayes

“A richly rewarding study of one of
the central values of Judaism. In this
deep and splendid book, Jon Levenson
shows yet again that he is one of the
finest contemporary Jewish scholars.”
—Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks

“Hayes invites us to consider how the
early rabbinic conception of divine law
continues to echo in modern debates
within Judaism. Her remarkable book
should be required reading for anyone
concerned about the future of Judaism
and, indeed, the future of law.”
—Suzanne L. Stone, Yeshiva University

Cloth $29.95
Library of Jewish Ideas
Cosponsored by the Tikvah Fund

Cloth $39.50

The Golden Age Shtetl

Maimonides

A New History of Jewish Life
in East Europe

Life and Thought

Yohanan Petrovsky-Shtern

“Rigorous and insightful.”
—Dara Horn, Wall Street Journal

Moshe Halbertal

“Petrovsky-Shtern . . . succeeds in
vividly evoking a Jewish world that
survived not merely in spite of its
neighbors but in complex collaboration
with them. . . . [A] moving feat of
cultural reclamation and even, in its
way, an act of quiet heroism.”
—Jonathan Rosen, New York Times
Book Review

“Magisterial. . . . Halbertal presents
a moving and detailed portrait of
Maimonides’s life as well as his work.”
—David Mikics, Forward
Paper $24.95

Cloth $35.00

Nietzsche’s Jewish Problem

German Jewry and the
Allure of the Sephardic

Between Anti-Semitism
and Anti-Judaism

John M. Efron

Robert C. Holub

“Until now there has been no systematic
study of the German-Jewish fascination
with Sephardic culture. This superb book
fills this gap. Efron truly broadens our
understanding of German Jewry, taking
readers on an exciting and little-known
journey through the rich treasures of
modern Jewish culture.”
—Michael Brenner, author of Prophets
of the Past

“Nietzsche’s Jewish Problem substantially
reshapes our understanding of
Nietzsche’s relationship to Jews and
anti-Semitism. Carefully researched,
well-reasoned, nuanced, and eminently
clear, the book will be of wide interest
to scholars and general readers.”
—Martha Helfer, Rutgers University
Cloth $35.00
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Young Voices of the Holocaust
“Moving and illuminating, told by a brave
young girl whose strong and charismatic
voice speaks for millions, Rywka’s Diary is
an extraordinary addition to the history of
the Holocaust and World War II.”
—Jewish Book Council

Available in Hardcover

“Rosen proves a deft chronicler of the
uncertainty, upheaval and turmoil
experienced by his subjects….Most
powerful of all, he makes us see how the
Holocaust’s hidden children succeeded
against the odds not just once, by
surviving, but twice, through the resonant
new lives they subsequently forged.”
—Wall Street Journal

Now in Paperback

HarperAcademic.com
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New & Forthcoming in Jewish Studies from Academic Studies Press
Jewish Ludmir

Sexuality and the Body in the New
Religious-Zionist Discourse

The History and Tragedy of the Jewish
Community of Volodymyr-Volynsky

YAKIR ENGLANDER & AVI SAGI

VOLODYMYR MUZYCHENKO

2015 | 9781618114525 | 300 pp. | Cloth| $89.00

2015 | 9781618114129 | 378 pp.; 169 illus. | Cloth | $69.00

Recounts the history and tragic destruction
of the Jews of Volodymyr-Volynsky, known
by its Jewish name as Ludmir, one of the
most ancient Jewish communities on the
territory of Ukraine.

Develops a new paradigm for reading
religious cultures through a description and
analysis of the sexuality discourse as it
emerges in the virtual exchange. This is a
new endeavor in the study of religiousZionism, centering on the body as the
realm of confrontation.

Judaism as Philosophy

Shoa and Experience

HOWARD KREISEL

2015 | 9781618113108 | 310 pp. | Cloth | $59.00

A Journey in Time
Edited by NITZA D AVIDOVITCH & DAN SOEN

Studies in Maimonides and the Medieval
Jewish Philosophers of Provence
2015 | 9781618111791 | 486 pp. | Cloth | $79.00

Explores main topics in Maimonides’
philosophy and that of his followers in
Provence, including divine law, creation,
the Account of the Chariot, prophet and
sage, Mosaic prophecy,
reasons for the
commandments, and prayer.

Offers important insights on the nature of
Holocaust education and implications for
Holocaust education development for
future generations, in Israel and world wide.
Special attention is given to the
contemporary nature of youngster's multimedia society engulfing them.

My Father’s Journey

Summer Haven

The Catskills, the Holocaust, and
the Literary Imagination
Edited by HOLLI LEVITSKY & PHIL BROWN

A Memoir of Lost Worlds of Jewish Lithuania

SARA REGUER

2015 | 9781618114143 | 264 pp. | Cloth | $39.00

2015 | 9781618114181 | 416 pp.; 25 illus. | Cloth | $69.00

A young man’s journey is traced from the
yeshiva world of Jewish Lithuania to that of
modern Orthodoxy of America. As witness
to the events of World War I, its pogroms
and pandemics, his world is turned upside
down.

The Parting of the Ways

How Esoteric Judaism and Christianity
Influenced the Psychoanalytic Theories
of Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung

RICHARD KRADIN

2015 | 9781618114228 | 258 pp. | Cloth | $69.00

Explores the religious underpinnings of
psychoanalysis and examines how the
tenets of Judaism and Christianity
specifically influenced the theories and
practices of Freud and Jung, respectively,
and how their approaches may best be
suited to the psychological configurations
of their fellow religionists.

A collection of the most important writing
that explores the stories and struggles of
survivors in the Catskills. In particular, this
volume presents new and existing works of
fiction and memoir by writers who spent
their youth as part of the Jewish resort
culture.

Forthcoming
Contention, Controversy, and Change

Evolutions and Revolutions in the Jewish Experience, Vols. I & II
Edited by ERIC LEVINE & SIMCHA FISHBANE
Vol I: 2015 | 9781618114624 | Cloth | $89.00
Vol II: 2015 | 9781618114648 | Cloth | $89.00

History, Memory, and Jewish Identity

Edited by IRA ROBINSON, NAFTALI S. COHN, & LORENZO DITOMMASO
2015 | 9781618114747 | Cloth | $79.00

Rabbi Abraham Ibn Ezra’s Commentary on Books
3-5 of Psalms: Chapters 73-150
Translated by NORMAN STRICKMAN

2016 | 9781618114686 | Cloth | $89.00
For more Jewish studies titles from ASP, please visit:

Distributed by:

www.academicstudiespress.com
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new titles from

Wayne State UniverSity PreSS

Jewish
Honor Courts

Edited by Laura Jockusch
and Gabriel N. Finder
ISBN 9780814338773
A transnational and
interdisciplinary look at
Jewish trials of fellow Jews
accused of collaborating
with the Nazis.

Survivors and
Exiles
Jan Schwarz

ISBN 9780814339053
Studies the variety,
scope, and character of
Yiddish culture in
different geographical
centers after the
Holocaust.

Women’s
Hebrew Poetry on
American Shores
Edited by Shachar
Pinsker

ISBN 9780814341360
Presents the work of two
American-born women
who wrote and published
a substantial body of
Hebrew poetry between
the 1930s and 1960s.

Ben Shahn’s New
Deal Murals
Diana L. Linden

ISBN 9780814339831
A study of Ben Shahn’s
New Deal murals (1933–
43) in the context of
American Jewish history,
labor history, and public
discourse.

WSUPRESS.WAYNE.EDU
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Beyond
Sectarianism
Adam S. Ferziger

ISBN 9780814339534
Provides a new understanding of
the evolution and contemporary
dynamics of American Orthodox
Judaism during the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries.

A Fire Burns in Kotsk
Menashe Unger

ISBN 9780814338131
A vivid novelistic account that
details a crucial period in the
evolution of Polish Hasidism,
translated from Yiddish.

Vladimir Jabotinsky’s
Story of My Life
Edited by Brian Horowitz and
Leonid Katsis
ISBN 9780814341384
Vladimir Jabotinsky’s famous
autobiography, published in
English for the first time.

In the Company of
Others
Orit Abuhav

ISBN 9780814338735
An ethnographic account of
the history and development of
anthropology in Israel.

800-978-7323

“An
act
that
transfigures publishing
into conscience at its

most sublime.”
—Cynthia Ozick

COMPLETE FOR
THE FIRST TIME

All 14 books in three
slipcased volumes.

Includes:
• New translations, including of The Periodic
Table and The Drowned and the Saved
• All poems, essays, commentary, and fiction,
much in English for the first time

LIVERIGHT PUBLISHING

W. W. Norton & Company
Independent publishers since 1923
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J EW I SH ST U DI E S
from OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

MODERN JUDAISM
mj.oxfordjournals.org
Modern Judaism: A Journal of Jewish
Ideas and Experience provides a
distinctive, interdisciplinary forum
for discussion of the modern Jewish
experience. Articles focus on topics
pertinent to the understanding of
Jewish life today and the forces that
have shaped that experience.

THE LEO BAECK
INSTITUE YEAR BOOK
leobaeck.oxfordjournals.org
Published since 1956, The LBI Year Book,
journal of the Leo Baeck Institute, remains
at the forefront of the field, publishing the
best scholarship on the history and culture
of German-speaking Central European
Jewry from early modern times to the
post-war period.
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Translating Power, Translating Practice:
Jews in the Early Americas
Hilit Surowitz-Israel

I

n 1760, in Curaçao, a small island a few
dozen miles off the coast of Venezuela,
a Jew named Abraham Mendes de
Castro ordered a Bible from Joseph, Iacob, &
Abraham de Salomon Proops, publishers in
Amsterdam. Frustrated by the lack of Spanish
and Hebrew Bibles for Jewish students in
Curaçao, de Castro had the novel idea of
printing a two-column Hebrew-Spanish
Bible. Though Hebrew-Yiddish Bibles were
relatively common in the sixteenth century,
and Spanish-Ladino Bibles had been printed
continuously since the Ferrera Bible of
1553, this was the first Hebrew-Spanish
Bible. Not incidentally, it was also the first
Hebrew book commissioned in the Americas.
De Castro had the volume printed with
the specific instruction that the proceeds
of its sales be divided to aid the Jewish
communities of Jerusalem and Hebron.
The beautiful volume, bound in expensive
calfskin, took two years to complete; de
Castro did not live to see it in print.
The Bible’s introduction contains an
acrostic poem that pays homage to the Jewish
leadership in Amsterdam, then the center
of European Sephardic life, and so, on the
surface, affirms the religious primacy of the
Old World over the New. Nonetheless, the
production of this volume signals a significant
shift in the power dynamic between these
centers, a shift largely determined by the
history of the Caribbean community. Curaçao
was established as a Dutch colony in the
seventeenth century and became a major
trade hub in the Americas. As part of their
policy to encourage colonial settlement,
the Dutch authorities afforded the Jews of
Curaçao great economic opportunities and
extensive religious liberties. Over time, the
island community had become wealthy
enough that it did not need to petition
Amsterdam, its mother community, for
aid and, as in the case of de Castro, some of
its members could commission expensive
volumes that required innovative typesetting
and great attention to aesthetic detail.
To a certain extent the translation of
power from Europe, and Amsterdam in
particular, to Curaçao was driven by economic
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realities, as the island became, in effect, a
mother congregation to other New World
communities. At first its influence was felt
among its Caribbean neighbors, as we find
repeated campaigns undertaken by Curaçao’s
wealthy for the benefit of the Sephardic
communities of St. Eustatius, Barbados, and
St. Croix, among others. But Curaçao also
played an integral role in establishing the
earliest communities in North America,
with substantial donations made to, among
others: New York’s Shearith Israel, including
the funds for the construction of the Mill
Street Synagogue; Philadelphia’s Mikve Israel;
Nephutsey Israel Synagogue in Newport,
Rhode Island, which would eventually
become the Touro Synagogue; and Charleston,
South Carolina. These donations to Sephardic
communities throughout the Americas
continued through the nineteenth century
(St. Thomas 1867, Venezuela 1875, New York
1898) and into the twentieth (Panama 1913,

Suriname 1928). And as is so often the case,
the funds came with strings attached—ritual
strings, in this case. Thus, Curaçao’s Mikvé
Israel’s 1729 gift to New York’s Shearith
Israel was made on the condition that the
“ritual and minhag [custom] of the synagogue
should [always] remain Sephardic.” Letters
documenting the subsequent transfer of Torah
scrolls and ritual objects to Newport indicate
that Curaçao’s 1768 donation to Nephutsey
Israel was made on the condition that “the
Sephardic rite had to be preserved in the
synagogue and that [Curaçao’s] congregation
Mikvé Israel be blessed on Yom Kippur.”
The religious conditions imposed
by the Jews of Curaçao indicate that the
shift was not merely economic, and in
this regard too, the Spanish-Hebrew Bible
represented a milestone. As a project initiated
by a member of Curaçao’s Mikvé Israel
congregation for the specific religious needs
of its members, it signaled that Curaçao
was no longer dependent upon Amsterdam
for religious direction in such matters.
The specific needs in question involved
the emergence of Curaçao as a center for
Conversos, many of them coming from Spain,
seeking to rejudaize. These Hispanophone
Conversos made up the readership for
de Castro’s Hebrew-Spanish Bible, and
so marked one of the first indications of
the New World’s religious autonomy.
Indeed, the de Castro Bible reveals the
complex translation dynamics that emerged
in the transition from the Old World to the
Americas. Consider the halakhic ramifications
of the bald geographic fact that many of
the Jewish communities in the Americas
were located in the southern hemisphere.
Specifically, when should prayers for rain
be recited, given the climate of their new
environment? The ninth blessing of the
Amidah is birkat ha-shanim, a petition for a
bountiful harvest. During certain times of
the year, a brief statement is appended to
this blessing: ve-ten tal u-matar li-verakhah
(“and grant dew and rain for a blessing”).
Though there are some differences in custom
regarding the precise time and duration of
the request (e.g., depending on whether the

petitioner is in Israel or outside it), it had
always corresponded to the seasons of the
northern hemisphere and was recited between
the Hebrew months of Tishrei (September)
and Nisan (April). This arrangement was,
of course, altogether inappropriate for
Jews in the southern hemisphere, a point
addressed in Sefer Torat H. ayim, a compendium
of responsa by H. ah.am H. ayim Shabti, a
great rabbinic scholar from Salonica:
A question was sent from a distant land,
from the Kingdom of Brazil, which lies
at a great distance south of the equator . . .
and the days of the year and the order of
the year is reversed there with regard to
winter and summer, as the sunny season
is from Tishrei to Nisan while the rainy
season is from Nisan to Tishrei. Rains are
needed from Nisan to Tishrei, but not

from Tishrei to Nisan . . . Moreover,
if rains fall from Tishrei to Nisan, it is
very harmful, since the air of that locale
is not as fine as our air, we who inhabit
the north, and if rains fall from Tishrei
to Nisan the air grows moist . . . On
account of these reasons they want
to alter the order of the blessings with
regard to the mention of rain and
the petition for rains from Nisan to
Tishrei, and not petition from Tishrei
to Nisan . . .
After a long discussion of the Talmud,
Maimonides, and other (mostly Sephardic)
authorities, H. ah.am Shabti concludes that “the
aforementioned locale should not mention
and petition the rains in birkat ha-shanim,
except in the case that they need rains during
the sunny season from Passover on.”

Religious authority tends toward
conservatism, and this is certainly the case
with the self-understanding of the earliest
Jewish communities in the New World.
Their leaders sought advice from European
centers of learning, hired religious leaders
trained in the old yeshivot, and constantly
reaffirmed their fidelity to established
authorities. But no translation is absolutely
faithful to the original: the encounter
with a new geographic, economic, and
political reality could not but have
ramifications for the religious ideals and
practices of the Jews of the Americas.
Hilit Surowitz-Israel is instructor of
Religion and Jewish Studies at Rutgers
University. Her current research focuses on
the religious and racial identities of the
colonial Jews of the Caribbean.
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BLACK EARTH: THE HOLOCAUST AS HISTORY AND WARNING
by TIMOTHY SNYDER
Tim Duggan Books • HC • 978-1-101-90345-2 • 480pp. • $30.00/$37.00 Can.
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n this epic history of extermination and survival,
acclaimed Yale history professor Timothy Snyder
presents a new explanation of the great atrocity of
the twentieth century. Groundbreaking and authoritative,
and with new sources from Eastern Europe and forgotten
testimonies from Jewish survivors, Black Earth reveals a
Holocaust that is not only history but warning.
TIMOTHY SNYDER is the Housum Professor of History at Yale University and
a member of the Committee on Conscience of the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum. He is the author of Bloodlands: Europe Between Hitler and
Stalin, which received the literature award of the American Academy of Arts
and Letters, the Hannah Arendt Prize, and the Leipzig Book Prize for European
Understanding. Snyder is a frequent contributor to The New York Review of Books
and the Times Literary Supplement and a former contributing editor at The New
Republic. He is a permanent fellow of the Institute for Human Sciences, serves
as the faculty advisor for the Fortunoff Archive for Holocaust Testimonies, and
sits on the advisory council of the Yivo Institute for Jewish Research.
He lives in New Haven, Connecticut.
www.TimothySnyder.org
@TimothyDSnyder

“Black Earth is provocative, challenging, and
an important addition to our understanding
of the Holocaust. As he did in Bloodlands,
Timothy Snyder makes us rethink those
things we were sure we already knew.”
— DEBORAH LIPSTADT
“Timothy Snyder’s bold new approach to the
Holocaust links Hitler’s racial worldview to
the destruction of states and the quest for
land and food. This insight leads to thoughtprovoking and disturbing conclusions for
today’s world. Black Earth uses the recent
past’s terrible inhumanity to underline an
urgent need to rethink our own future.”
— IAN KERSHAW
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AMERICAN ACADEMY FOR JEWISH RESEARCH
SPECIAL INITIATIVES PROGRAM
In order to, 1) encourage projects of academic collaboration between Jewish studies
programs (or faculty) between two or more institutions, either in the same city or in
cities in close geographical proximity to each other, Or, 2) enable scholarly endeavors
that would not otherwise receive funding, AAJR will support several special initiatives
with modest grants. Examples of projects that will be considered for support are
ongoing, theme-focused seminars or workshops open to faculty and graduate
students from the participating programs. Graduate-student-driven projects (under
faculty supervision) will also be considered for funding.
The maximum amount to be awarded to any project will be $5,000. The grant may
be used to subsidize the travel of participants (when the institutions are in different
cities), to bring in speakers from outside the participating institutions, and to pay
project-related administrative costs.
All projects of the first type should extend for at least one year and may extend for
longer periods and should be structured around multiple meetings or sessions. The
initiative is NOT intended to support one-time events like conferences.
Applications should include a detailed description of the project, as well as a
budget, a letter from the head of the relevant department, program, or center
indicating approval of the project, and the name of one reference.
Funding is intended only for faculty and graduate students at North American
universities.
Please submit applications on-line via email to Cheri Thompson, administrator of the
American Academy for Jewish Research, at cheripthompson@gmail.com.
The deadline for applications is February 4, 2016. Recipients of grants will be
notified by May 2016.
For questions or further information regarding this program, please contact Professor
David Stern: dstern@sas.upenn.edu.
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AMERICAN ACADEMY FOR JEWISH RESEARCH
Graduate Research Funding Opportunities
AAJR announces a grant for graduate student summer research funding. We will provide several stipends of no
more than $4,000 to graduate students in any field of Jewish Studies whose department does not provide
funds for travel to archives, libraries, or other research sites abroad. The funds are not intended for language
study or purchase of equipment.
Eligibility: Graduate students in any field of Jewish studies at a North American university who have submitted
their prospectus and can demonstrate a need to travel to collections may apply for funding.
Required for Application:
1. A copy of the thesis prospectus including a chapter outline, and a one page statement, including a budget,
about the necessity for travel (i.e. collections to be consulted, sites to be visited).
2. A letter of recommendation from the dissertation advisor. The advisor must affirm the need for travel and
the letter must state that the institution does not provide summer or travel funds.
AMERICAN ACADEMY FOR JEWISH RESEARCH
SPECIAL INITIATIVES PROGRAM

In order to, 1) encourage projects of academic collaboration between Jewish studies
programs (or faculty) between two or more institutions, either in the same city or in
cities in close geographical proximity to each other, Or, 2) enable scholarly endeavors
that would not otherwise receive funding, AAJR will support several special initiatives
with modest grants. Examples of projects that will be considered for support are
ongoing, theme-focused seminars or workshops open to faculty and graduate
students from the participating programs. Graduate-student-driven projects (under
faculty supervision) will also be considered for funding.
The maximum amount to be awarded to any project will be $5,000. The grant may
be used to subsidize the travel of participants (when the institutions are in different
cities), to bring in speakers from outside the participating institutions, and to pay
project-related administrative costs.
All projects of the first type should extend for at least one year and may extend for
longer periods and should be structured around multiple meetings or sessions. The
initiative is NOT intended to support one-time events like conferences.
Applications should include a detailed description of the project, as well as a
budget, a letter from the head of the relevant department, program, or center
indicating approval of the project, and the name of one reference.
Funding is intended only for faculty and graduate students at North American
universities.

Please submit applications on-line via email to Cheri Thompson, administrator of the
American Academy for Jewish Research, at cheripthompson@gmail.com.
The deadline for applications is February 4, 2016. Recipients of grants will be
notified by May 2016.

For questions or further information regarding this program, please contact Professor
David Stern: dstern@sas.upenn.edu.

All materials should be submitted online to Cheri Thompson at cheripthompson@gmail.com by February 1,
2016. For questions and further information, please contact Professor Marsha Rozenblit, Chair of the
committee at mrozenbl@umd.edu. Awards will be announced in mid-April 2016.
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Bible Translation and the Ideological Fragmentation
of German Judaism
Michah Gottlieb

I

n the century and a half between the
first German Jewish Bible translation
published by Moses Mendelssohn in 1783
and the final one that Martin Buber and Franz
Rosenzweig published under the shadow of
the Nazis, German Jews translated the Bible
obsessively, producing more translations than
did German Protestants in this period, despite
the fact that by 1900 Jews constituted a mere
one percent of the German population.
That the number of German Jewish Bible
translations dwarfed the number of Protestant
and Catholic translations in this period is
especially surprising given that Luther and
the Protestant Reformation inaugurated the
modern turn to Bible translation. Luther
produced his translation in the early sixteenth
century, and the next century witnessed an
explosion of Bible translations. Jonathan
Sheehan explains the role of translation
in this period as a means of “releasing
the Bible from the grip of the Catholic
Church and at the same time, allowing
reformers and their universal priesthood of
believers to take possession of the Bible.”
The first German Jewish Bible translation
did not appear until two and half centuries
after Luther’s. Why? The answer in large
part has to do with changes in German
Jewish communal authority. With the rise
of Enlightened Absolutism at the end of the
eighteenth century, the institutional Jewish
community (the kehillah) lost its coercive
power, and Jews increasingly interacted
with German Christians while striving
for emancipation. Hope for emancipation
confronted the reality that German Jews
faced continued and sometimes increasing
anti-Jewish prejudice. Advances in Jewish
civil rights alternated with rollbacks. At the
same time, many rabbis worried that the
drive for emancipation was loosening the
bonds of religious commitment as Jews were
discarding age-old beliefs and practices.
The traditional German Jewish
curriculum for males had centered on the
Talmud. In turning to Bible translation,
German Jews refocused their educational
agenda on the Bible, signaling both their
commonalities with German Protestants
but also their differences, as they sought
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to present a distinctly Jewish Bible. Bible
translation was a space where German met
Hebrew and Jewish thinkers wrestled with
aspirations, frustrations, and anxieties about
emancipation by enacting different visions
of the relationship between Jewish tradition
and German modernity. The plethora of
German Jewish Bible translations reflects the
fragmentation of German Jewry as different
thinkers sought to define German Judaism.
There were sixteen German Jewish
Bible translations comprising at least the
Pentateuch between Mendelssohn and
Buber-Rosenzweig. Many were associated
with important ideological formations:
Mendelssohn’s with Haskalah; Gotthold
Salomon’s, Leopold Zunz’s, and Ludwig
Philippson’s with Wissenschaft and Reform;
Jonah Kosmann’s, Samson Raphael
Hirsch’s, and Seligmann Bamberger’s
with Orthodoxy; Buber and Rosenzweig’s
with the Return to Judaism movement.
Each translator was confronted
with a myriad of choices. What to title
the translation? Should the original
Hebrew text be included? What about a
commentary and if so, in what language?
Should the names of biblical characters be
translated into their German equivalent
or transliterated from the Hebrew? How
to translate the name of God? Should the
biblical text be divided according to the
weekly Torah portion? How to treat rabbinic
interpretations and critical Bible scholarship?
Abigail Gillman has noted that
Mendelssohn’s translation strongly resembles
the traditional Jewish study Bible, the Mikra’ot
gedolot (lit.,“Great Scriptures”). Both include
the original Hebrew text facing a translation in
Hebrew characters, with commentary below.
Like the Mikra’ot gedolot, Mendelssohn gives
his work a Hebrew title, Sefer netivot ha-shalom
(Pathways of Peace). But Mendelssohn’s
Bible deviates from the Mikra’ot gedolot in
crucial respects. While the Mikra’ot gedolot
often includes several Aramaic translations
and invariably privileges the “canonical”
translation of Onkelos, Mendelssohn’s
replaces all these translations with his own
translation into High German, which he calls
“Targum Ashkenaz.” Similarly, the Mikra’ot

gedolot incorporate several commentaries,
including Rashi’s seminal work, which
was included in nearly all rabbinic Bibles
in Mendelssohn’s time. But Mendelssohn
removes all commentaries, including Rashi’s,
and replaces them with a new commentary
called the Be’ur. Addressing Jews raised
largely in traditional homes, Mendelssohn’s
decision to replace traditional translations and
commentaries with the Be’ur signals his desire
to replace premodern conceptions of Judaism
with a new maskilic (enlightened) one.
Leopold Zunz’s Bible is entirely different.
Published by the founder of the Wissenschaft
des Judentums in 1838, the work that Zunz
edited (he himself only translated the book of
Chronicles), was the first complete German
Jewish translation of all twenty-four books
of the Bible. Intended for Jews no longer
familiar with Yiddish or Hebrew, Zunz
eliminated the Hebrew original and gave
his work a German title, Die vierundzwanzig
Bücher der heiligen Schrift (The twenty-four
books of the Bible). Zunz’s Bible was not a
study Bible; it eliminated all commentary.
It evinces a historical consciousness, as it
includes a chronological table or Zeittafel,
which mentions important events in Jewish
history, giving their dates according to both
the traditional rabbinic reckoning and the
Gregorian calendar. When there is a conflict
between the rabbinic reckoning and scholarly
consensus (such as the date of the destruction
of the First Temple), Zunz follows the
scholarly consensus, thereby indicating his
willingness to deviate from rabbinic tradition.
A historical sensibility is even more
evident in Ludwig Philippson’s Die Israelitische
Bibel, whose first edition Philippson published
between 1844 and 1854. Philippson had
planned to produce the first German
Jewish translation and commentary on
all twenty-four books of the Bible, though
Salomon Herxheimer beat him to it in 1848.
Philippson’s Bible includes the Hebrew
original facing a translation in Gothic
characters and a commentary in German
sprinkled with words in Hebrew script.
Philippson sought to create a Bible that would
appeal to a broad spectrum of German Jews
from Reform to Orthodox (hence the inclusive

Philippson, Ludwig. Die Israelitische Bibel (Leipzig: Baumgartner’s Buchhandlung, 1839), 56.

name), and he was especially concerned with
opposing Christian missionaries who were
supplying Jews with cheap Bibles. To appeal
to a broad swath of Jews, Philippson adopted
a fairly conservative approach to source
and text-critical questions; for example, he
accepted Mosaic authorship of the Torah and
polemicized against an array of Bible critics.
But Philippson retained a historical sensibility
and accepted elements of biblical criticism.
He allowed that certain biblical passages may
have been interpolated later, and would often

interpret the Bible in ways that contradicted
accepted rabbinic law. In addition, he sought
to set the Bible in its ancient Near Eastern
context by including thousands of exquisite
woodcuts that emphasized this imagery. In
this way, Philippson used history to make
the Bible vivid. Philippson’s Bible was an
enormous success. According to some
reports, there were as many as 300,000
Philippson Bibles in circulation by 1866.
Samson Raphael Hirsch’s Bible, published
between 1867 and 1878, was in many ways

intended as an alternative to Philippson’s. The
format of Hirsch’s Bible mirrored Philippson’s
almost exactly: Hebrew original, German
translation in Gothic characters, and German
commentary interspersed with Hebrew words.
While Orthodox, Hirsch, unlike Mendelssohn,
published his commentary in German and his
translation in Gothic characters. This shows
that by Hirsch’s time, even Orthodox Jews
were much more acculturated, and native
knowledge of German was assumed. Opposing
Philippson, Hirsch’s aim was to present a Bible
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The Politics of the Talmud in Iran Today
Jason Sion Mokhtarian

I

n the past decade, the study of the
Babylonian Talmud has taken an
intriguing new orientation that
emphasizes the impact of the ancient
Iranian world on Jewish culture. This
promising course of research has garnered
so much attention that panels on the
topic at recent national conferences,
such as at the AJS, have at times attracted
standing-room-only audiences. Indeed, this
type of attention to talmudic studies—
typically a tedious and specialized field of
study—is certainly a rare occurrence.
With so much going on in Jewish
Studies, why has the subject of the Talmud
in its Iranian context become such a hot
topic of discussion in the academy today?
On the one hand, talmudists are taking
advantage of the lack of interdisciplinary
research that avails itself of the resources
in Iranian Studies. The two fields have
never been appropriately synthesized. And,
given that few scholars in any field would
dispute the value of understanding texts
in context, the topic of the Iranian setting
of the Talmud has become understood
a pivotal, yet understudied, topic.
And yet, on the other hand, there appears
to be another reason for the emergence of
interest—namely, our present context, where
the United States, Israel, and Iran are in
daily headlines because of political disputes.
This possibility has left me wondering: Is
it impossible, taboo, or too self-absorbed
to contemplate whether current academic
research is influenced by modern politics?
Naturally, it is sometimes true that the
interests of scholars in Jewish Studies—
including in ancient studies such as the
Talmud—are drawn toward lesser-studied
questions that are on the minds of the public
at large. This relationship between academic
trends and public consciousness is illustrated
by the surge in interest in Islam after the
events of 9/11. In the case of the Talmud
in Iran, it is thought provoking to note the
ways in which scholarly arguments align
and conflict with the ideologies of state
governments. For example, one conclusion
that talmudists have reached is that the
rabbis were a marginal group that the Persian
imperial government allowed to make
legal decisions for Jews in their own local
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Cover of Adin Steinsaltz. Sayri- dar Talmud
[The Essential Talmud], Persian translation by
Bagher Talebi Darabi (Qom: Markaz-i Mutala
- va Mazahib,
- va Tahqiqat-i
- - Adyan
at
2004).
courts of law. In a sense, the implications
of this thesis promote a perspective that is
probably appealing to at least some parties
in the Iranian government—that is, the Jews
were a legally empowered community in a
vast Persian empire with ultimate political
authority over much of the Middle East. If
interpreted in a presentist context, the implicit
message behind these types of academic
arguments can be easily manipulated to
demonstrate the validity of a particular
worldview. For the Iranian government today,
these connections between contextual studies
on the Talmud and modern politics are why
the Iranian Ministry of Culture gave the award
of “Best Book of the Year on Ancient Iran” to
Richard Kalmin’s Jewish Babylonia between
Persia and Roman Palestine, which the author
discussed in a past AJS Perspectives essay. The
use of the Talmud for political purposes by
people with an anti-Jewish agenda is of course
nothing new, dating back to the Middle Ages.
In June 2012, in Tehran, the Talmud
was mentioned in an inflammatory speech
made by Mohammad Reza Rahimi, vice
president to former controversial president,
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. According to media

reports, at an event for the United Nations
International Day against Drug Abuse and
Drug Trafficking, Rahimi stirred up emotions
by declaring that the Talmud was responsible
for the proliferation of narcotics in the
world, a business run by the Jews. Later in
the speech, Rahimi clarified that there is a
difference between Jews and Zionists, and
that it was the Zionists who were responsible
for the world drug trade. In his comments,
which were subsequently denounced by
United Nations and Jewish officials, Rahimi
challenged the audience to prove him wrong,
stating that “the Islamic Republic of Iran
will pay for anybody who can research and
find one single Zionist who is an addict.
They do not exist. This is the proof of their
involvement in drugs trade.” Rahimi blamed
the Talmud for the Jewish-Zionist desire to
destroy the world, saying that it teaches Jews
to believe they are a superior race and to
amass wealth illegally. Obviously, the ex-vice
president of Iran—who is currently serving
a five-year sentence for embezzlement—
needs a few lessons in Talmud.
Fortunately, there are resources for
Iranians interested in the subject, at least
according to Iran’s online national library
catalog. In research libraries in Iran today
there are academic books about the Talmud
in Persian and, more so, in English. Although
as far as I know there are no translations of
the Talmud into Persian, there are books on
the Talmud by Neusner and Levinas, as well
as the first volume of Shaked and Netzer’s
Irano-Judaica series, Strack’s Introduction
to Talmud and Midrash, and the Cambridge
Companion to Talmud, among other works.
Also available are English and French
translations of the Talmud (e.g., Rodkinson,
Neusner, and the Soncino edition). Not
surprisingly, however, not everything in
the library catalog is so enriching: it also
lists anti-Semitic works about the Talmud,
almost all of which are in Arabic, such as one
entitled Secrets of the Talmud, with a subtitle
on how Jews control the world. These works
are accompanied by the recent translation
of the Talmud into Arabic, completed by
scholars in a think tank in Amman, which,
according to reports by the Anti-Defamation
League, accuses Jews of racism, and yet,
paradoxically, also includes relatively

faithful translations of the original text.
One book that is widely available in
libraries in Iran is the Persian translation
of Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz’s classic book The
Essential Talmud by Bagher Talebi Darabi,
a lecturer in Abrahamic religions at the
University of Religions and Denominations
located in Qom. The book is part of an
attempt by this institution to translate
English works into Persian, such as Arnold
Toynbee’s Christianity among the Religions of
the World and The Book of Mormon. In general,
Darabi’s translation of Steinsaltz is essentially
verbatim, at least based on the twenty-five
or so pages that I examined. The translation
includes an appendix of the talmudic tractates,
with Persian translations. The book also
contains the translator’s original glossary of
key words in Hebrew and Aramaic, some of
which are specific halakhic terms (e.g., teku,
“let it stand,” and ripui, “medical expenses”),
alongside Persian and English transcriptions,
with Persian translations. Although there
are some errors, the glossary is quite precise.
In the book’s acknowledgments, the
translator thanks several esteemed friends
from the Jewish Association of Tehran
for helping with the Hebrew glossary.
In the introduction, Darabi correctly
characterizes the two Talmuds as works
composed in Hebrew and Aramaic from

Babylonia and Palestine. He compares the
Talmud with ijtihad, kalam, and hadith. The
translator declares that scholarship on other
religions should not be narrow minded or
result in negative viewpoints. The author
explains that the study of Judaism can bring
one closer to an understanding of Islam,
writing: “It is hoped that understanding
the past intellectual efforts on the part of
the Jewish scholars in responding to the
requirements of the observant and keeping
alive the teachings of Judaism may also have a
valuable contribution to the Islamic and Shia
scholarship. The principal focus and topic of
this book is one of the primary components of
Jewish jurisprudence: a religion which, in this
author’s view, has more teachings in common
with Islam than with any other religion.”
Darabi emphasizes that Judaism and Islam
are comparable in their text-centeredness
and oral transmission. In describing the Jews’
attachment to Torah, Darabi describes how
the Torah’s meaning became unfamiliar over
time, a fact that prompted the oral tradition:
“For this reason, efforts have always been
made to maintain, record, and preserve the
definitions, description, or interpretation
provided by the first readers of the holy texts.”
The notion of Talmud as a living document
is important to Darabi, who also cites
Deuteronomy 17:9 in support of the idea.

In stark contrast to these statements,
the introduction has several problematic
quotations, including from Joseph Barclay
(who, in the introduction to a work on the
Talmud says that “the rabbis teach hatred
of Christians and Gentiles”), and Heinrich
Heine, the German poet who converted to
Christianity in the nineteenth century. The
Barclay quote says that some of the Talmud
is valuable and some of it is heretical, a
duplicitousness that is common in the Arab
and Persian world’s engagement with the
Talmud. There may be other manipulations
in the book that I did not find, as well.
In the end, one hopes that scholars in
Iranian universities, like Mr. Darabi, build
upon their understanding of the Talmud,
through Steinsaltz and the other resources
available in English—including, now, the
new subfield that is beginning to flourish
in American and Israeli universities, which
accentuates the significant influence of
ancient Iranian civilization on the contents
of one of Judaism’s most sacred works.
Jason Sion Mokhtarian is assistant
professor of Ancient Judaism at Indiana
University–Bloomington, and author of
Rabbis, Sorcerers, Kings, and Priests: The
Culture of the Talmud in Ancient Iran
(University of California Press, 2015).
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YAD HANADIV

BERACHA FOUNDATION

FELLOWSHIPS IN JEWISH STUDIES 2016/2017
Yad Hanadiv and the Beracha Foundation have established a Visiting Fellowship
Programme in Jewish Studies. Fellowships are granted each year to scholars of Jewish
Studies who hold non-tenured university positions (or will receive tenure after
September 2016). Fellows will spend the academic year in Israel pursuing their own
research while also working with a senior scholar in their field. The fellowship for
2016/17 will be in the sum of NIS 130,000 with an additional NIS 10,500 for spouse, plus
NIS 10,500 per child. Fellows are required to confirm that upon completion of the
fellowship they will resume teaching Jewish Studies at a university outside Israel.
The deadline for receipt of applications is 31 December 2015. Application forms and
additional information may be obtained from:
YAD HANADIV / BERACHA FOUNDATION FELLOWSHIPS
4 George Washington Street, 9 418704 Jerusalem, ISRAEL
e- mail: natania@yadhanadiv.org.il or isaiah.gafni@gmail.com
Tel: 972-2-566 5107 ext. 310
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new from indiana university press

Witnessing the Robbing of the Jews
Sarah Gensburger

When Europe Was a Prison Camp
Otto Schrag and Peter Schrag

Reframing Holocaust Testimony
Noah Shenker

“These are particularly powerful images.
They are all the more so because of the
meaning that is given to them through
the analysis and historical commentary
of the author.”
—Anne Grynberg,
Etudes Photographiques

“Powerfully written. A book that
deals with paradoxes, dilemmas,
and insolvables . . . in an unusual,
highly affecting narrative of the
World War II experience of Jews
but also of non-Jews outside the
Nazi concentration and death
camps.”
—Emily Miller Budick,
author of The Subject of
Holocaust Fiction

“Noah Shenker’s research points
to key questions about how best to
make use of the troves of valuable
testimony that have been collected
and the dilemmas of balancing
the desire to collect, record, and
memorialize the Holocaust with
the imperatives to teach, research,
and prevent future genocides.”
—Avinoam Patt,
University of Hartford

Radical French Thought
and the Return of the
“Jewish Question”
Eric Marty, translated by
Alan Astro
The Subject
of Holocaust Fiction
Emily Miller Budick
Looking Jewish
Carol Zemel

Jewish Youth and Identity
in Postwar France
Daniella Doron
“Jewish Youth and Identity in
Postwar France tells the story of
the Holocaust and its aftermath
from a strikingly original vantage
point: through the lens of the
children who survived.”
—Tara Zahra,
University of Chicago

Jewish Space in
Contemporary Poland
Edited by Erica Lehrer
and Michael Meng
Imagining Jewish
Authenticity
Ken Koltun-Fromm

PRESS
iupress.indiana.edu
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Cluster 2. Modernity, Translation, and Jewishness
A Rich Language or a Bastard Tongue?
Language Legitimacy and Ladino Translation
Devin E. Naar
Let those who say our language is
impoverished eat crap [literally halva].
Is there a language richer than ours,
which borrows from every possible
language? To tell someone “Be quiet!”—
in how many languages do we tell
it to him?: Shetika!, Silans!, Mudera!,
Kurto!, Sopa!, Molche!, Pyedrelomos!,
Sus! (La Aksyon, December 5, 1938)

P

ublished in a leading Jewish newspaper
in Salonica on the eve of World War
II, this colorful passage highlights
the hybridity of languages—a phenomenon
particularly accentuated in this instance.
The author indicates that synonyms for
“be quiet” in Judeo-Spanish (also known as
Ladino and Judezmo) derived from “many
languages”—Spanish, Hebrew, French, Greek,
Bulgarian, and Turkish; Judeo-Spanish, from
this perspective, constitutes a language
comprised of many languages. This JudeoBalkan or Judeo-Ottoman linguistic pastiche,
which readily absorbed and domesticated
loanwords, rendered boundaries between
vocabulary inside and outside of the language
particularly porous. The linguistic fusion
inherent in all languages, but particularly
visible in Judeo-Spanish, as in Yiddish, also
provoked intense debate regarding the
value and legitimacy of the language itself:
should texts be translated into this hybrid
tongue? Are those composed in such a
language worthy of translation into others?
A standard designation for the language
in American English, as adopted by the
Library of Congress, the term “Ladino” refers
to the process of translation itself, to the act
of bridging cultural codes or sets of verbal
signs. Ladino stems from the verb, enladinar,
which means to render into a Latin-based
language—that is, Judeo-Spanish—as opposed
to the sacred tongue, Hebrew. The first texts
rendered into Ladino, such as the Bible, in
the sixteenth century, included word-forword, or calque, translations from Hebrew.
The most famous work of Ladino literature
began to be published in 1730: the Me-‘am
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Meam Loez (Salonica, 1826). From the personal collection of the author.

“Conversational phrases in Ladino, English,
English transliterated into rashi script, and
Yuddish” [sic] from Livro de Embezar (New
York, 1916), Ladino-English-Yiddish guidebook
for Sephardic Jewish immigrants in America.
Courtesy of the Sephardic Studies collection,
University of Washington.

lo‘ez, a Hebrew-titled series of rabbinical
commentaries that made traditional Jewish
teachings accessible to the Ottoman Jewish
masses, including women, in a language
they could more readily understand. The
author of the first volume, Jacob Khuli,
explained his process: “All the words of this
book are translated from the Gemara and
midrash. So that whatever is [written] there
in the sacred tongue [Hebrew], I translated
into a European language [Ladino].”
Embedded in the project of the Me-‘am
lo‘ez was a paradox. Khuli indicated that the
language of his book, Ladino, was essentially
foreign to him and to his readers. It was, as
the title indicates, from “a foreign nation”; it
was franko (“European”); it was, in effect, not
a Jewish language but rather one adopted
by Jews amidst their wandering in exile. But
in order for common Jews to access Jewish
teachings without knowing Hebrew, Khuli
begrudgingly recognized that they could
only do so in the purportedly non-Jewish
language that they had come to speak.
The act of rendering Jewish knowledge
into Ladino, this allegedly foreign tongue
written in Hebrew characters, ironically
legitimized it as a Jewish language.
The success of the Me-‘am lo‘ez paved the
way for additional publication enterprises.
A nineteenth-century neologism coined by
Western observers and linguists to identify
the vernacular of Ottoman Jews, the term
“Judeo-Spanish,” which emphasizes but
two of the language’s defining components,
came to be adopted and naturalized by a new
cohort of writers: Jewish journalists. Instead

of fretting over their constituents’ lack of
understanding of religious texts, these new
secular authors, inspired by the educational
activities of the Paris-based Alliance Israélite
Universelle, sought to ensure that their
readers gain access to European literary,
political, and cultural trends. They therefore
“translated,” “summarized,” “imitated,”
“adapted,” “arranged,” or “rewrote” French,
Italian, German, or English works and
tailored them to local tastes. Characters in the
adaptation of Gulliver’s Travels, for example,
drank raki (the anise-based aperitif). JudeoSpanish writers also adapted major political
treatises, from Marx to Herzl’s The Jewish State.
Some writers rendered Ottoman law codes
and histories into Judeo-Spanish in an effort
to instruct their readers on how to become
good Ottoman citizens. Other publishers
translated American immigration laws
and manuals that introduced prospective
migrants to English and Yiddish—the
purported American Jewish language. These
translation initiatives dramatically impacted
the nature of Judeo-Spanish. Newspapers

“Method how to learn to read and write in
Spanish-Hebrew or in English” [sic] from Livro de
Embezar (New York, 1916), Ladino-English-Yiddish
guidebook for Sephardic Jewish immigrants
in America. Courtesy of the Sephardic Studies
collection, University of Washington.

developed a stilted, westernized register
of Judeo-Spanish, replete with Gallicisms,
sometimes referred to as Judeo-Fragnol.
Taking cues from journalists, some rabbis
even created “modern” Judeo-Spanish
translations of sacred texts, such as the liturgy
for the High Holidays, in order to awaken
their congregants’ “sentiments of piety and
devotion” otherwise absent from the chanting
of incomprehensible Hebrew prayers.
The introduction of Western cultural and
ideological trends into the Ottoman Jewish

Four-language dictionary published by the journal
El Pueblo (Salonica, 1933). Reprinted by permission
of The National Library of Israel, Jerusalem.

world also brought a critique of the status and
value of Judeo-Spanish. Anxieties no longer
emerged because it appeared to be a “foreign
tongue,” the issue that had preoccupied the
author of the Me-‘am lo‘ez, but now in an era
of modern, purist nationalisms, because it
came to be construed as something less than
a language—a bastard tongue unworthy of
literary creation. European and American
observers disparaged not only this bastard
tongue but also orientalized and diminished
the entire culture of Sephardic Jews in the
Ottoman Empire: “In the ‘old country’ they
had no cultural life of their own worth
speaking of. They had no common body
of customs and traditions, no common
literature, no knowledge of or curiosity
about their past . . . They had been a back-ward
people in a backward country . . .”
(The Forward, July 25, 1926).
The Sephardic Jewish elite, internalizing
the critique of their own culture, denigrated
their language and viewed it as insufficient
for the exigencies of modern life, perhaps
suitable for derivative literature but not for
original creation. As one journalist lamented,
“Our language is nothing more than a jargon,
an absolutely corrupt dialect and nothing
more . . . a language that is not a language, an
idiom with neither father nor mother and
born on the afternoon of Tisha be-’Av” (La
Vara, February 22, 1935). Seduced by a myth
of the grandeur of medieval Spain, this writer
advocated that his dialect be Castilianized—
that non-Spanish and “oriental” elements
be removed so that it may be “returned” to
its proper European status. Others argued
that the idiom be replaced altogether by the
language of the state—Turkish, for example—
or a language of European prestige, such as
French. Leaders of the Zionist movement in
the former Ottoman realm instead advocated
for the adoption of what they perceived to
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be the true Jewish national language, Modern
Hebrew. Ironically, Jewish intellectuals engaged
in sophisticated polemics over the “language
question” as well as myriad political, cultural,
and economic themes in Judeo-Spanish, the very
language they deemed incapable of the task.
Others defended their lingua madre,
such as the author with whom we began,
who viewed the multiple linguistic elements
comprising his Judeo-Spanish as a source of
strength. They sometimes referred to Judezmo
or Djudyo, terms that identified the language as
specifically Jewish. The Ottoman authorities
agreed with this characterization by referring
to Judeo-Spanish, not Hebrew, as Yahudice
(Jewish). The perception of the language as
distinctly Jewish also resulted in humorous
situations. When Argentine film arrived in the
Balkans, those Jews who flocked to the cinema
believed that they were viewing “Jewish”
films because all of the actors appeared to
speak “Jewish”—no subtitles were needed.
Pro-Judezmo activists, who eschewed
nationalisms and embraced a cosmopolitan
perspective, saw the hybridity of Judeo-Spanish

as endowing its speakers with ready-made
connections to their neighbors that formed
the building blocks of intercommunal
cooperation. In places like Salonica, home
to the largest Judeo-Spanish-speaking
community, Jewish socialists promoted
Judeo-Spanish as the language of the Jewish
proletariat and designated it as the official
language of social and economic discourse
for the Socialist Workers’ Federation. Other
activists, like journalist Sam Lévy, argued that
those fluent in Judeo-Spanish were already on
their way to understanding Turkish, Greek,
Bulgarian, French, Italian, etc. This kind of
empowering message emphasized that JudeoSpanish possessed the capacity to translate
the foreign into the domestic, to transform
its speakers from outsiders to insiders in
a variety of contexts. Translation became
a process of building cultural bridges that
contributed to the creation of a legitimate
literature in Judeo-Spanish, including an array
of original works. To further facilitate these
linkages, Judeo-Spanish promoters created
a number of multilingual dictionaries and

began assembling a major Ladino library at
the Hebrew University in Jerusalem in order
to elevate the prestige of their language.
Mass migrations, assimilation, and
ultimately, the destruction of the Holocaust,
contributed to the dissolution of the JudeoSpanish cultural world during the twentieth
century. Now, in the twenty-first century,
we have entered a third phase in JudeoSpanish translation. From the sixteenth to
the eighteenth centuries, authors rendered
Hebrew sources into Judeo-Spanish, even
if they initially perceived the latter as a
“foreign tongue.” From the nineteenth into
the twentieth centuries, a second phase
of translation involved bringing modern
European cultural trends into the JudeoSpanish milieu that also introduced a new
anxiety about the target language: that
it was not a language at all, but rather a
bastard tongue to be abandoned. Still others
viewed it as a worthy vehicle for literary
production and for building intercultural
bridges. Now, in the twenty-first century,
most of the estimated five to six thousand

Leo Baeck Institute Gerald Westheimer Career Development Fellowship
The Leo Baeck Institute is offering a Career Development Award as a personal grant to a scholar
or professional in an early career stage, e.g. before gaining tenure in an academic institution or its
equivalent, whose proposed work would deal with topics within the Leo Baeck Institute’s
mission, namely historical or cultural issues of the Jewish experience in German-speaking lands.
The award of up to $20,000 will cover the period July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017 and, at the
discretion of the reviewing board, may be renewed for a second year.
The grant is intended to provide for the cost of obtaining scholarly material (e.g. publications),
temporary help in research and production needs, membership in scholarly organizations, travel,
computer, copying and communication charges and summer stipend for non-tenured academics.
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Judeo-Spanish publications remain unknown
and inaccessible. While a few new translations
of classics into Judeo-Spanish continue (The
Little Prince, 2010; The Odyssey, 2012), a third
phase now involves a move in the opposite
direction: out of Judeo-Spanish into more
accessible languages, such as English.
A flurry of recent initiatives have
borne fruit: a translation of the first
known Judeo-Spanish memoir; Sephardi
Lives, a documentary history comprised
of translations of 150 sources from Ladino
(and a dozen other languages); and online

projects, such as the Sephardi Studies Project
at Stanford, which offers translations of
key Judeo-Spanish texts; and the University
of Washington’s new Sephardic Studies
Digital Library and Museum, which offers
digital versions of Judeo-Spanish sources
along with annotations and anticipated
translations. These endeavors seek to make
Judeo-Spanish source materials accessible, in
the original and in translation, for students
and scholars, specialists and community
members, in order to spark awareness of and
interest in the Ladino cultural world and the

multiplicities of Jewish experiences. One
who asserts that Judeo-Spanish constitutes
an impoverished language lacking literature
may finally be told: Shetika! Silans! Mudera!
Kurto! Sopa! Molche! Pyedrelomos! Sus!
Devin E. Naar is assistant professor of
Jewish Studies and History, and chair of the
Sephardic Studies Program at the University
of Washington. A former Fulbright scholar to
Greece, Naar received his PhD in History from
Stanford University and is completing a book
about the history of Jews in Salonica.
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The Navel of the Dream: Freud’s Jewish Languages
Naomi Seidman

Berggasse 19, Vienna (Freud’s pre-1938 residence and present-day Museum). Photo by Wikipedia user lerner.hu.

I

n a 1982 article in the New Yorker on “Freud
and Man’s Soul,” Bruno Bettelheim let
loose what would become a tidal wave of
criticism of Strachey’s Standard Version of
Freud’s work, decrying the ways that Strachey
had stripped Freud’s work of its humanistic,
philosophical, and literary soul in favor of a
pseudo-scientific jargon. For ordinary German
words like es, Ich, or Fehlleistung, Strachey
substituted Latinate, opaque neologisms
like id, ego, and parapraxis, apparently in
an effort to win psychoanalysis a place in
the Anglo-American social sciences. This
culture expected “neutrality” from its
clinicians, signaled by a technical, specialized
vocabulary. Psychoanalysis indeed achieved
a place within the social sciences, but
Bettelheim saw that acceptance had come
at a price. As with Doctor Faustus, the price
was no less than a man’s soul, the soul that
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animated Freud in Vienna but which was
lost—sold to the Mephistopheles of pseudoscienticism—in his English exile and afterlife.
Bettelheim was not the first to charge that
psychoanalysis had been lost in translation.
In 1955, at a lecture in Vienna calling for
“a return to Freud,” Jacques Lacan spoke
movingly of the echoing of “the Freudian
message . . . across the world from the great
bell of Vienna . . . on the waves set up by the
tocsin of hate, the tumult of discord, the
panic-stricken breath of war.” The bearers of
the Freudian message to the diaspora were
compelled to abandon the European historical
sensibility, the psychoanalytic commitment
to bridging “modern man to the ancient
myths,” because of a desire to assimilate to
another culture. Freud’s exile from Vienna
forced the exile of his thought from history
itself, to the flatter horizons of the social

sciences. In the Standard Edition the world
only mistakenly imagines itself in possession
of a primary document of Freudian thought.
As Sander Gilman writes, “After decades of
reading Freud in English, Freud has become
‘Englished’ in our sensibility, just as the
‘real’ Bible is the King James translation.”
Such laments over the distortions
that accompanied the Freudian diaspora
are the requisite preludes to the lamenters’
recovery projects: Bettelheim aims to recover
a humanist Freud of cultured European
philosophical thought, accessible to an
educated layperson. By contrast, Lacan insists
that Freud’s contribution was precisely to
decenter what he calls “a whole humanist
tradition.” Jewish Studies critics like Gilman
seek to return Freud to the Jewish fin de
siècle. Such recovery projects very nearly
define the study of Freud in the humanities,

in their insistence on the Ur-text behind the
translation, the narrative Greek behind the
scientific Latin, the philosopher behind the
scientist, the Viennese Jew behind the Dead
White European Male, the “Yid” behind the id.
There are religious echoes in all these
endeavors: Psychoanalysis followed a
trajectory from a small Jewish movement to
one open to non-Jews, eventually becoming
an international movement with universal
claims; this drama was enacted within a
world-shaking cataclysm from which the
psychoanalytic good news was rescued,
despite the destruction of the Jewish centers
from which it emerged. The message, though,
was dependent on the necessarily imperfect
medium of translation; the anxieties of
translation were initially relieved by the
canonization of a “standard” translation;
nevertheless, this translation was soon
subjected to accusations of inaccuracy. Our
own era has seen the inevitable attempts
at recovering an Ur-text that could provide
access to the founder’s own words. Many
others have pointed out that Freud was the
founder of a religion; my point is that he was
also the founder of a religion-in-translation.
The dream of a Freud still undisturbed
by translation might be subjected to
psychoanalytic interpretation or—better—
to psychoanalytic translation theory. Such
a theory would recognize Freud’s peculiar
fondness for translation metaphors, his use
of the terms Übersetzung and Übertragung
to describe dreams, symptoms, phobias, slips
of the tongue, fetishes, the choice of suicidal
means, transference (Übersetzungsliebe!),
and psychoanalysis itself. Translation is
everywhere in psychoanalysis, the very
connective tissue linking its more famous
components. Freud mobilized, however, not
the primary but rather the secondary meaning
of the term as transposition, displacement:
only the difference between forbidden thought
and symptom, dream, or joke allows the
thought to evade psychic censorship. Such
a view of translation is characteristic of
the rabbinic translation narrative, which
imagines the Bible in Greek not as a perfect
equivalent to the Hebrew but as shaped
by the pressures of imperial censorship.
The problem of translation
and censorship rises to the surface
in one joke Freud analyzed:
The doctor, who has been asked to look
after the baroness at her confinement,
pronounced that the moment had not

come, and suggested to the baron that
in the meantime they should have a
game of cards in the next room. After
a while a cry of pain from the baroness
struck the ears of the two men: “Ah,
mon dieu, que je souffre!” Her husband
sprang up, but the doctor signaled to
him to sit down: “It’s nothing. Let’s go
on with the game!” A little later there
were again sounds from the pregnant
woman: “Mein Gott, mein Gott, what
terrible pains!” “Aren’t you going in,
Doctor?” asked the baron. “No, no. It’s not
time yet.” At last there came from next
door an unmistakable cry of “Aa—ee,
aa-ee, aa-ee!” The doctor threw down his
cards and exclaimed: “Now it’s time.”
In many versions of this joke, the baroness
calls out “Oy vey iz mir.” What Freud describes
as the breakthrough of the repressed
“primitive nature” of the woman under
the pressure of labor is, in more openly
Jewish versions, the breakthrough of the
repressed Yiddish from its “genteel” linguistic
concealment. Jokes in which a repressed
Jewishness breaks through a “civilized”
façade are indeed recognizable joke types
expressing the anxieties of acculturation.
Freud’s concealment of the Yiddish in
this joke reminds us that the question of
translation-as-assimilation does not begin
with Freud’s exile from occupied Vienna,
but rather with his father’s migration
from Galicia to Vienna. It is this earlier
migration that figures in the peculiarly
Jewish psychopathologies that are the
subject of psychoanalysis, and suggests
that Freud’s writings are already lost to us
in translation, in Vienna as in New York.
The laboring woman is thus a Jewish
self-translator, who translates from falsity
to truth, from the façade of a Gentile tongue
to the marrow of primary speech. Such a
trajectory deviates from traditional notions of
translation, which assume that what comes
first is closest to being true, and that what
comes later is increasingly faded, secondary
and false. If the baroness complicates the
usual trajectory of translation, so does
psychoanalysis, which also assumes that what
presents itself first to view—a symptom, joke,
dream—is both a falsifying evasion of a truer
latent content and destined to undergo further
falsifications in its retelling and interpretation.
If this joke is an allegory for
psychoanalysis in translation, then what do
these figures represent? If the baroness is a

displacement for Freud, he is also the husband
who holds back, playing his Jewish cards close
to the chest. Freud may also be the doctor,
whose clinical skills plumb not the body but
rather the shifting ratios between language
and truth, the pace of contractions translated
into the ladder of European languages. Freud
famously described every dream as having
a “navel” that resisted interpretation. This
joke lets us glimpse not a navel but a door
closed against a birth, which we are invited
to imagine but forbidden from seeing. The
woman’s cry is only language, translating
pain, subject to interpretation. Even
reduced to her “essence,” this pretentious,
laughable, suffering woman remains intact
and unknowable, a screen for the social
anxieties she embodies and displaces.
The recovery of a not-yet-translated
Freud aims not only to discover an original
Freud but also to strip away the veils that
have kept him from us. But this desire
to undo translation, to recover a pristine
meaning untouched by assimilation, is
itself a form of aggression, as Freud the joke
teller / gynecologist gives us the tools to see.
We are in an era of retranslation, but what
coming “closer” to Freud’s native tongue
might look like remains unclear: What
is Freud’s “original” text—what he wrote
in German or what he concealed in it?
In Moses and Monotheism, Freud
suggests that Moses’s “speech defect” may
have been a function of his Egyptian origins,
and that the leader of the Israelites was also
a non-native speaker of Hebrew. If so, the
Hebrew Bible is another text, like the New
Testament, that fails to provide us with the
ipsissima verba of its founding figure. Like
the Bible, psychoanalysis may already be
a translation, in which the words we seek
were gone before they could be spoken.
We may follow the pressures that shaped
this translation, but we cannot expect to
hope to fix a sacred text immune from the
pressures of translation, which is to say,
from the closed door, the split self, our own
pain expressed in the cries of the other.
Naomi Seidman is Koret Professor of Jewish
Culture and director of the Richard. S. Dinner
Center for Jewish Studies at the Graduate
Theological Union in Berkeley. Her publications
include Faithful Renderings: Jewish-Christian
Difference and the Politics of Translation
(University of Chicago Press, 2006) and The
Marriage Plot: Sexuality, Secularization and
the Emergence of Jewish Literature (forthcoming).
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The Multilingual Backdrop of the Fight for Hebrew
Liora R. Halperin

I

n November 1927, David Shapiro, editor
of the New York Yiddish newspaper
Der Tog, donated funds to establish a
Yiddish chair at the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. Though Chancellor Judah L.
Magnes, from California, initially accepted
the offer, the faculty of the university’s
Institute for Jewish Studies was deeply
divided. After a sustained public polemic
against the chair by the Hebrew popular
press and several faculty members, the
university abandoned the proposal in early
1928: Yiddish would not have a formal place
at the Hebrew University until 1951.
Taken on its face, this episode seems to
exemplify the ways in which pro-Hebrew
activism in interwar Palestine helped move
the Yishuv from the multilingual situation
characteristic of the Jewish Diaspora to the
coalescence of a unified national ethos around
Hebrew. Looked at more closely, however,
instances of activism like this one contain
within them clues about a more complex
linguistic reality, one less detached than
it might seem from political and cultural
patterns usually associated with the Diaspora,
that is, the presumed opposite of the new
society being created by Jews in Palestine.
During the years between World War
I and World War II, Modern Hebrew went
through a spectacular transformation, from
a language of ritual that had recently also
become a language of modern literature, to
a widely used vernacular. But that success
obscured a second set of linguistic facts: the
particular framework of relations in Palestine
in the years following World War I was not
conducive to the kind of linguistic uniformity
found in countries like France, Germany,
or England, places which would serve for
Zionists as the ideal models of a languagenation linkage. The British held a League of
Nations mandate over a territory that was
primarily inhabited by Palestinian Arabs, who,
over the course of this period, were developing
a coherent and fervent opposition to both
the British Empire and Zionism. Moreover,
the currents of Jewish migration that would
reshape the demographics of Europe and
the Americas also touched Palestine and
made its Jewish community ever more
diverse and multilingual. Jews living under
a foreign colonial-style system, challenged
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by natives unhappy with apparent Jewish
privilege, demographically destabilized by
immigration: these are the currents of modern
Jewish history writ large. During the years
of the British Mandate, such patterns would
not be wholly broken but rather revisited,
albeit on new terms and in a new setting.
We can observe the dynamics of
the Yishuv’s multilingualism in archival
documents surrounding the very instances of
activism that appear on the surface to negate
its possibility. Let’s take for instance the
episode with which we began. On November
18, 1927, Menachem Ussishkin, one of the
most outspoken opponents of the Yiddish
chair and an advisor to the militant Brigade
of the Defenders of the Hebrew Language,
wrote a letter to his colleague, the pro-Hebrew
scholar Josef Klausner. In it he included a
copy of a telegram he intended to send to
Chancellor Magnes to warn him against
the proposed Yiddish chair. The telegram
read, in English, as follows (sic): “As friend
University and yourself beg you relinquish
Yiddish chair whatever the conditions.
Huge outburst being organised severer
than Hilfsverein. Whoever triumphs ruin
certain. Withdraw prior kingdling battle.” In
what followed in the accompanying letter,
Ussishkin appended a Russian proverb:

Bog ne vydast, svin’ya ne s’yest (God willing,
everything will be alright, literally: God
will not betray, pigs will not gobble it up).
No less than five different languages
are involved or invoked in this exchange:
the communication between Ussishkin
and Klausner is in Hebrew; the controversy
at hand pertains to Yiddish; the telegram,
written in English, references the Hilfsverein
der deutschen Juden, the organization
that proposed German-language teaching
at the Haifa technical university in
1913, provoking a public outcry; and
Ussishkin’s proverb is in Russian.
What do we make of all this? To begin
with, it is significant than the language of the
exchange, like most professional exchanges
between committed Zionists in Palestine
at this time, is in Hebrew. As a result of this
fact, Zionist archives seem often to reflect a
society that had fully transitioned to Hebrew
as a language of both administration and
daily usage. The embedded content of the
exchange, however, betrays both lingering
anxieties about other languages as well as
structural limitations on the reach of Hebrew.
If the telegram to Chancellor Magnes uses
militant language, the private correspondence
between the two pro-Hebrew activists
suggests they were aware that this might
not be a battle easily won. Moreover, they
must have known that the model of Hebrew
success they invoked to threaten Magnes,
the Hilfsverein controversy, had not yielded
uncomplicated victory. Yes, in 1914, the
Hilfsverein der deutschen Juden, proposing a
technical university in Haifa that that would
eventually become the Technion, yielded to
demands that all subjects, including scientific
ones, be taught in Hebrew. But by the late
1920s, German was still the dominant spoken
language of the Hebrew University. Professors
did not always embrace Hebrew: complaints
surfaced that the corridors of the Hebrew
University were indistinguishable from the
university halls of Charlottenburg. Moreover,
scholars continued producing academic
work in German and, over time, in English,
understanding that these languages were the
coin of the global marketplace of ideas. Behind
confident pro-Hebrew demands lay a more
anxious recognition that Hebrew exclusivity,
though symbolic of a nation coming into

being, could not sever the global bonds that
would continue to influence the language
choices of Jews in Palestine: not only the
academic elite, but also businessmen looking
for contacts abroad, clerks facilitating importexport operations, and immigrants nostalgic
for the high culture of their home countries.
Some of those contacts would invariably
be in English. Bureaucratic contacts with
British offices compelled some middle-class
Jews in Palestine to attempt to burnish
their English skills to get a decent job; even
militantly pro-Hebrew institutions such
as the Tel Aviv Municipality had Englishspeaking clerks. Some of the English-based
correspondence was between Zionists:
here the English-speaking Judah Magnes
was (ironically) in charge of determining
whether a Yiddish chair would be established
at the university or whether Hebrew would
(ostensibly anyway) reign supreme. That
Ussishkin and Klausner deemed it necessary
to voice their pro-Hebrew linguistic agenda in
broken English (a product of British telegraph
policies) reminds us that above the fractious
interplay between Hebrew and Yiddish
loomed global language pressures that neither
the Yishuv nor the State of Israel could escape.
Moreover, the most intimate part of the
exchange between Ussishkin and Klausner,
the hope that things would turn out all right,
was expressed in Russian. Russian was not the
mother tongue of either man, nor the language
of local power, but rather the language
of their former host culture: the Russian
Empire. Russian was the language of an effort
(by non-Jews and some Jews) to assimilate
Jews into a new modern high culture. It
was also the language of a local non-Jewish
culture rooted in Russian Orthodoxy. This
particular expression (about God and pigs)
is both explicitly Christian and suggestively
treyf. But it was part of the multivalent
world of language that intellectuals like
Ussishkin and Klausner could draw upon
as they planned their attack strategy
against Yiddish and in favor of Hebrew.
The telegram encapsulates an Ashkenazic
Zionist story characterized by squabbling
over the merits of Hebrew, German, Yiddish,
and Russian and ultimately finding places for
all of them in the Hebrew-dominant society
of the Yishuv. Behind this story, however,
was a local controversy about the local
Arabic-speaking context. As it happens, both
Klausner and Ussishkin, five years earlier,
had sat on a committee to discuss founding
a School of Oriental Studies at the Hebrew
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University (it would eventually be founded
in 1927). Klausner had suggested that “The
Hebrew language demands knowledge of
the Semitic languages, the development of
the Oriental spirit, and therefore one of the
first things needs to be the opening of the
Department of Oriental Studies . . .” Debates
about the purpose of Arabic would occupy
many educators, including those who rejected
teaching European foreign languages in the
schools. Was Arabic necessary for students
because of its similarity to Hebrew? Was it
a means of promoting good relations with
Palestinian Arabs? Was it a way to negotiate
an inherently violent encounter? An exchange
about one subset of languages, complex
enough on its own, might remind us of the
even broader field of language questions
with which this society contended.
Klausner and Ussishkin’s leadership
of a movement to block the creation of a

Yiddish chair at the Hebrew University,
sensational as it was, was thus only the tip
of an iceberg of multilingual pressures,
conflicts, and challenges; the majority of
which lay beneath the surface of official
pro-Hebrew rhetoric. But dig deeper, into
the correspondence, institutional archives,
and memoirs, and a more complex picture
begins to emerge. A society claiming
and striving to break from its past was
still engaged in a set of diverse language
challenges and intercultural connections
that had long been—and would continue
to be—characteristic of the Jewish people.
Liora R. Halperin is assistant professor of
History and Jewish Studies at the University
of Colorado–Boulder. Her book, Babel in
Zion: Jews, Nationalism, and Language
Diversity in Palestine, 1920–1948, was
published by Yale University Press in 2015.
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The Translator’s Laboratory: A Draft from the
Dan Pagis Archive
Na‘ama Rokem

T

he suspicion that translation is a
form of betrayal is often heightened
when it comes to poetry. But what
happens when the translator and the poet
are one and the same; that is, when the poem
is written twice by the same author, in two
different languages? What would a “faithful
translation” mean in this case, and who might
be betrayed? Can the self-translator “get it
wrong” at all? The document presented here—
an archived draft of a German translation that
the Israeli poet Dan Pagis prepared of his poem
“In the Laboratory,” a poem that describes
an uncanny experiment in which a vial
full of scorpions is injected with poisonous
gas—raises these questions and others.
Pagis is not simply a self-translator, but a
translator who is—in some sense—bringing
the text “back” into his first language, under
particularly fraught historical circumstances.
He was born in 1930 in Radautz, in the region
of Bukovina, a former province of the AustroHungarian Empire (today it is in northeastern
Romania) and raised in a German-speaking
environment. When he arrived in mandatory
Palestine in 1946, a teenager who had survived
the Holocaust, Pagis quickly replaced his first
language—which had become the language
of the perpetrators—with Hebrew. In this
adopted language, Pagis became a poet and a
literary scholar of acute linguistic sensitivity.
But the archive reveals that Pagis did not leave
the German language entirely behind him. For
example, as the editors of his collected poems
note, Pagis turned to German in annotating
and organizing the drafts of the prose poems
posthumously collected and published
under the title “Father.” In those drafts, the
German language seems to represent some
kind of superego that hovers above the
poems, marking them as zu süss (too sweet)
and planning their arrangement in a future
publication. In other cases, Pagis’s German
seems to constitute a subtext or a linguistic
unconscious that lurks beneath the Hebrew
text. Anne Birkenhauer, one of Pagis’s German
translators, has argued that her translations
bring such subtexts to light, revealing
alliterations and wordplays that constitute a
kind of German shadow to the Hebrew poem.
An opposite example is the poem “Draft of
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a Reparations Agreement,” which responds
to the German term Wiedergutmachung
(literally: making good again) by ironically
promising that “Everything will be returned
to its place / [. . .] The scream back into the
throat. / The gold teeth back to the gums. /
The terror.” As Birkenhauer notes, Pagis’s
wry comment on the German terminology

remains implicit in the Hebrew version
of the poem and becomes explicit only
when it is translated into German.
The draft of Pagis’s self-translation
presented here suggests a third possibility
for thinking about the relationship between
the two languages in his writing, with
implications for translation theory and for the

understanding of the historical relationship
between his two languages, German and
Hebrew. The German version of “In the
Laboratory” does not exist before the Hebrew
one, nor is it a correction or annotation of it. In
fact, it is not a known entity, but rather a series
of crossroads that offer multiple possibilities,
questions rather than answers. The document
gives us a glimpse of translation as a process
rather than a product, highlighting the
contingent nature of this pursuit. Contingency
is an apt keyword also for thinking about
this document in relation to German Jewish
history and the history of linguistic and
cultural contact between German and
Hebrew. In the suspended translation process,
the different possibilities that attend it
left open, the reader finds a space between
German and Hebrew that is not governed by
the teleology of the history of the survivor,
as it is often told in the Israeli context. In
that conventional narrative, German had
to be abandoned in the wake of the Nazi
destruction, and Hebrew was its inevitable
inheritor. Pagis’s incomplete translation, with
its divergent possibilities, opens a space of
multiple contingent paths rather than one
inevitable one. In other words, a consideration
of this draft of a translation entails also a
consideration of the nature of history and
of the unfolding of human lives within it.
“In the Laboratory” describes a
curious and morbid experiment:
The data in the glass beaker:
a dozen scorpions
of various species—a
swarming, compromising
society of egalitarians. Trampling
and trampled upon.
Now the experiment: an
inquisitive creator blows
the poison gas inside
and immediately
each one is alone in the world
The poem does not explain the nature of the
laboratory in which this experiment takes
place, nor does it describe the response of
the “inquisitive creator” who works in it or
what this person ultimately learns. Instead,
the stakes of the experiment are hinted at
through the biblical and rabbinic language
Pagis employs. The scorpions are a minyan,
and the curious observer who poisons them
is described as a divine intervener, casting the
experiment as an encounter between God and
the community who prays to him. We do not

learn of the results of the experiment, and
the only response to it registered in the poem,
apart from the death throes of the scorpions
themselves, comes from an unexpected
direction:
Far away, in the dust, the sinister angels
are startled.
It’s only an experiment. An experiment.
Not a judgement of poison for poison.
In Hebrew, the “sinister angles” are
described with a pun not as mala’akhei
ha-sharet (the traditional designation for the
ministering angels) but rather as mala’akhei
ha-karet (the angels of destruction). The poem
ends with a reassurance: this is just an
experiment not an application of biblical
retributive justice in the form of “poison for
poison.”
The poem does not follow a regular
scheme of meter or rhyme, but sound and
rhythm play a crucial role in its composition.
Both of these elements are combined to draw
attention to the immediate consequences of
the infusion of gas into the vial. First, Pagis
inserts a break: the only short line of the
poem, consisting of the single, trisyllabic
Hebrew word for “and immediately.” This
change of pace is followed by a series
of fricative h.et sounds in the line that
describes the isolation into which the
scorpions fall in this tense moment. Before
we attend to the weight of this moment,
first a comment about the translation.
One detail of Pagis’s German translation
confirms Birkenhauer’s argument that his
poems are sometimes more explicit in his
first language than in the language in which
they were written. Whereas Hebrew provides
him with a neutral expression for the
substance injected into the vial—’ed rather
than gaz—which would also have been a
possibility—in German he uses the term
Giftgas, emphasizing the analogy between
the experiment in the poem and the gassing
of Jews by Nazis. In this light, the theological
and moral language invoked in the poem
powerfully raises some questions that are
confronted in other poems by Pagis as well:
if there is a divine intervener, how could
such horror take place? How can one
reconcile between the genocidal violence of
the Nazis and the fact that they were
seemingly rational, scientifically minded
people? And, short of an impossible
retributive retaliation to genocide, what is a
viable moral response?

But if this translation decision seems
to clarify or explicate an element of the
poem, other parts of the draft emphasize
the indeterminate relationship between the
text and its translation. The draft, which is
titled in both Hebrew and German, consists
of several layers in pencil and in blue, green,
and black pens, suggesting several phases
of revision and correction. Pagis considers
various lexical alternatives, such as the
Latinate “experiment” as a replacement for
the Germanic word Versuch, or the different
options for “immediately”: sofort, sogleich,
and im nu. But of course, in these cases
as in others, the decisions that the poettranslator is weighing also have prosodic
implications. This seems to be an important
motivation behind his dilemma between two
slightly different options for describing the
“inquisitive creator” behind the experiment:
“eine neugierige Vorsehung” and “eine Vorsehung,
neugierig.” The most substantial effect
of the reordering is arguably the loss of
one syllable. Another example is Pagis’s
consideration of “ist ein jeder allein” as an
alternative for the lengthier “ist jeder Einzelne
allein” in the line that describes the fateful
moment in which the group of scorpions
is broken down to isolated individuals, a
choice between six and eight syllables.
It may be that Pagis was looking for the
best equivalent for the rhythmic patterns
that govern his Hebrew poem, seeking to
replicate the break and its aftermath. But
in his translation-experiment, one might
also read an answer, or a complement, to
the vision of the poem. Instead of asking
what must inevitably happen in this one
fateful moment of the experiment, the
draft of the translation asks what are the
multiple, contingent forms in which the
moment might be described, highlighting
the nature of translation itself as an openended experiment. The confined space of
the vial is thus opened up to a freedom of
alternatives afforded by self-translation.
Na‘ama Rokem is assistant professor in the
Department of Near Eastern Languages and
Civilizations at the University of Chicago. Her
book, Prosaic Conditions: Heinrich Heine
and the Spaces of Zionist Literature, was
published by Northwestern University Press in
2013. She is currently working on two projects:
an account of the encounter between Yehuda
Amichai and Paul Celan in Jerusalem in 1969
and a history of comparative literary studies at
the Hebrew University from 1925 to 1970.
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Yiddish in Germany(s): Alexander Eliasberg’s Translations
and Their Postwar Revivals
Emma Woelk

I

n 1917 a young Gerhardt Scholem, who
later would rise to fame as a scholar of
Jewish mysticism using the Hebrew
name Gershom, published an article in
the Jüdische Rundschau with the title “On
the Problem of Translating from Yiddish.”
Scholem’s article, which typified the
increasing interest in Yiddish among German
Jews during this period, provides a general
discussion of the difficulties associated
with translating Yiddish literary works into
German. In this context, he singles out the
work of Alexander Eliasberg (1878–1924)
for attack. Scholem notes that while many
may welcome Eliasberg’s translations simply
because of an enthusiasm for “everything
having to do with Jewish things,” he cannot
follow suit. For Scholem, Eliasberg “lacks
any real relationship to his objects” and his
translations lack all authenticity. Despite
Scholem’s derision, however, it was Eliasberg
whose work reintroduced Yiddish literature
to a new generation of German readers
after the Second World War. Eliasberg’s
translations from the Yiddish helped shaped
the way in which Jewish culture was
presented in both East and West Germany
and how the two German states represented
their own relationship to this culture.
In the early twentieth century many
German Jewish intellectuals and artists,
Scholem among them, became fascinated by
their eastern European coreligionists. The
East, and with it Yiddish, was perceived as
exotic and as “authentic” by “assimilated”
German Jews. In this environment, Eliasberg’s
translations reached large audiences, but
were subject to withering criticism for their
perceived inability to capture the “local
color” of the Yiddish-speaking shtetl, as
German Expressionist Alfred Lemm wrote.
Lemm, like Scholem, also reviewed
Eliasberg’s work. In his 1917 review of
Eliasberg’s Ostjüdische Erzähler (Eastern Jewish
storytellers), which appeared in the Neue
Jüdische Monatshefte, Lemm argues that the
translator, for the sake of clarity, removed
from the stories too many of the “echoes of
Jargon.” Here, Lemm uses a term for Yiddish
that was common at the time and which
hints at the status of the language. Lemm
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Cover of Alexander Eliasberg. Ostjüdische
Erzähler: Y. L. Peretz, Scholem Alechem, Scholem
Asch (Weimar: Gustav Kiepenheuer, 1917).

Cover of Sholem Alechem. Die Geschichten Tewjes
des Milchhändlers [The Stories of Tevye the
Dairyman], German translation by by Alexander
Eliasberg (Berlin: Harz, 1921).

adds that this sacrifice was hardly necessary,
as many of Eliasberg’s German readers were
quite familiar with the “tones” of Yiddish.
Indeed, both the influx of eastern European
immigrants to German cities beginning in
the late nineteenth century and the increased
contact with this population during World
War I contributed to the growing visibility of
Yiddish culture in German cities. The readers
whom Lemm had in mind very likely did
have some familiarity with Yiddish, or at least
with German imitations thereof. However
limited some of this contact may have been, it
is undoubtedly greater than that of Eliasberg’s
readers after World War II. And following
the near destruction of Yiddish language and
culture during the Holocaust, discussions
surrounding the subtleties of German-Yiddish
translation hardly found any traction.
Much more surprising than postwar
readers’ willingness to ignore Scholem and
Lemm’s criticisms is the fact that Eliasberg
had postwar readers at all. Despite the fact
that a majority of Eliasberg’s readership
had either been killed or forced into exile
during the Second World War, his books were
published in both postwar German states
for new generations of German readers. Not
only was this readership largely non-Jewish,
it also conceived of the divide between the
East and West in a radically different way
from Eliasberg’s prewar readers. While an
image of the exotic, Jewish East had once
fueled German Jewish interest in Yiddish
culture, the postwar world was divided along
different lines. No longer were Eliasberg’s
readers and publishers primarily concerned
with a perceived cleft between Eastern
and Western Jewry, but instead with the
division between the Eastern and Western
worlds as defined by Cold War politics.
Scholem’s interest in how Yiddish could
best be translated into German was replaced
by concern about how each German state
could best position itself politically by
celebrating Yiddish literature in a way that
furthered that state’s own self-image.
The first postwar publication of one
of Eliasberg’s translations from Yiddish,
which was also the first postwar German
publication of any work of Yiddish fiction,

appeared in 1955, when the East German
publishing house Volk und Welt released
Eliasberg’s translation of the Tevye stories
by the most famous of all Yiddish writers,
Sholem Aleichem (Shalom Rabinovitz). This
was shortly followed by several West German
reprintings of Eliasberg’s translations from
Yiddish, including three distinct collections
in the 1960s alone. The forewords and editors’
notes that accompanied these translations,
along with the reviews of books related to
Yiddish from this same time period, reflect
an interest in translation that was geared
not toward the communication of linguistic
nuance in a foreign language but toward the
fashioning of this literature into a memorial.
In both East and West Germany,
Eliasberg’s texts were celebrated as portals
into a lost world. No longer were the texts
meant to convey the specifics of a Yiddish
literary original, but rather to paint, in broad
strokes, a comprehensive picture of a world
destroyed by the Holocaust. A 1962 West
German publication of Eliasberg’s translations
of stories by the classic Yiddish writers
Sholem Aleichem, Y. L. Peretz, and Sholem
Yankev Abramovitsh, for example, was

accompanied by an introduction reminding
readers that literary depictions of eastern
European Jewry are “all the more justified”
by the fact that this world was destroyed in
the Holocaust. A similar collection published
in East Germany two years later defines and
emphasizes its own importance through
an editor’s note claiming, “This world has
completely disappeared; it is alive only in
literature. This volume shows how the people
who lived there felt, lived and thought.”
East and West Germans conceived of
their roles in the revival of this literature
in strikingly different ways. West Germans
stressed the contemporary suppression of
Jewish culture in Eastern Europe and the
fostering of this culture by their allies in New
York. The standard East German narrative
emphasized the continued presence of
Yiddish in Eastern Bloc countries and the
roles played by the United States and Israel
in the decline of Yiddish after the Holocaust.
Yiddish literary translations, therefore,
became more than memorials to a lost culture.
They became emblematic of the way in each
German state defined itself against not only
the Nazi past, but also against the other.

The German Jewish theorist Walter
Benjamin famously wrote that translations
give a literary text a type of afterlife. The
reframing of the Eliasberg translations of
Yiddish literary classics in the postwar era,
with its emphasis on memorial and revival,
certainly capitalized on this potential. But
these particular texts, translations reframed
for new environments, also suggest that
multiple afterlives are possible. Looking
at the history of Eliasberg’s translations
from Yiddish into German, we see clearly
that translations can take on afterlives of
their own. The changing significance of
these “revivals” had nothing to do with
changes to the translation itself, but to the
environment in which this literature was
introduced and the role these texts then
played in the process of identity formation
for new audiences.
Emma Woelk received her PhD from the
Carolina-Duke Graduate Program in German
Studies in May 2015. She is assistant professor
of German at St. Edward’s University in Austin,
Texas. Her primary interests include Yiddish
within German culture and postwar literature.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN–MADISON
MOSSE/WEINSTEIN CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDIES
The Mosse/Weinstein Center for
Jewish Studies offers students and
scholars a vibrant, interdisciplinary
approach to the study of Jewish
civilization and a thriving intellectual
and cultural community at one of the
best public universities in the world.

4223 Mosse Humanities
Building
455 N. Park Street
Madison, WI 53706
608-265-4763
jewishstudies@cjs.wisc.edu

• 25 exceptional faculty specializing
in Jewish history, languages,
literature, social sciences, and
the arts
• BA and undergraduate certificate
programs in Jewish Studies
• Over $30,000 in graduate and
undergraduate scholarships
offered annually
• Home to the Conney Project
on Jewish Arts and Greenfield
Summer Institute
Learn more at
jewishstudies.wisc.edu
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Announcing the 2015 winners of the Feinstein Center Summer Fellowship:
Avigail Oren, Carnegie Mellon University, Kevy Kaismerman Memorial Fellow
Julia Alford, Temple University
Max D. Baumgarten, University of California, Los Angeles
Apply now for the Feinstein Center’s 2016 annual summer fellowship to support
research in the American Jewish experience. Predoctoral and postdoctoral scholars
studying American Jewish life are eligible for a grant of up to $3000. Applications
should include a proposal of no more than five pages, a letter of recommendation,
and a CV. Materials are due by March 16, 2016.
Email all application materials to feinsteincenter@temple.edu.
Visit us at www.cla.temple.edu/feinsteincenter/
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Center for Jewish Studies

The Center for Jewish Studies at Arizona State University
is pleased to announce the 2015 recipient of the

Salo Wittmayer Baron

Dissertation Award in Jewish Studies

Dr. Zev Eleff
Dr. Eleff’s doctoral dissertation: “Power, Pulpits and Pews: Religious Authority
and the Formation of American Judaism, 1816-1885,” was completed at Brandeis
University, under the supervision of Professor Jonathan Sarna. The award committee
believes this research will significantly influence the field of American Jewish history.
The work is grounded in extensive primary source research, and a deep knowledge of
the scholarly literature, including the most recent work on 19th century American Jewish
communities and American Judaism. Dr. Eleff has articulated an original, multi-faceted,
nuanced argument, acknowledging the work of previous scholars, while deepening the
understanding of mechanisms that shaped the emergence of the rabbinate in America.

The Salo Wittmayer Baron Dissertation Award in Jewish Studies was established in 2009
by Dr. Shoshana and Mr. Robert Tancer, in memory of Dr. Tancer’s father, Salo W. Baron.
A $5,000 award is presented to the best dissertation in Jewish history and culture of the
Americas, every three years. Competition is open to all graduate students enrolled at U.S.
universities. Dissertations completed at U.S. universities since the previous award was
granted are eligible for submission. Dissertations eligible for consideration in 2018 must be
completed and accepted between June 2015 and May 2018.

jewishstudies.asu.edu/baron
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Yes, but Is It Still Funny in English?
Translating Jewish Comedy
Jeremy Dauber

T

ranslation is absolutely vital to Jewish
comedy. It is also absolutely deadly
to it.
Let’s begin with the obvious: the
vicissitudes of Jewish multilingualism,
historically speaking, allow for the
development of a strong and broad stream of
comedy based on wit and wordplay centered
around translation. Whether this be the
Yiddish glosses Tevye the dairyman puts on
the Hebrew snatches of liturgy he quotes—
glosses that are not literal translations, but
ironic commentary of the highest order —or
jokes rendering the whole world subject to
the scrim of Jewish linguistic perspective
(Why did the Jews settle in Poland? Because
when they arrived, they said po-lin, here we
stay), Jews were able to constantly create
comedy around translatability. And if we
move slightly into the realm of translation
as metaphor, rather than glossing, the
floodgates open wide: whether it’s translating
the Jew as stereotype for a mass culture
audience, like Woody Allen or Mel Brooks,
or rendering a Jewish voice previously heard
most pungently in a Jewish language into a
non-Jewish one (one could almost imagine,
for example, a small line at the bottom of the
title page of Portnoy’s Complaint noting it had
been translated from the original Yiddish).
But, of course, the humor of Jewish
translation also encompassed its flip side,
untranslatability. Part of the joke was about
the aggression of making sure others didn’t
get it: whether it be the Borscht Belt comics
who slipped into Yiddish for their punch
lines, twitting the young acculturated for the
benefit of their parents, or the elite writers
of the Jewish Enlightenment, hinging their
satirical points on a subtle misreading of
Proverbs that would have gone over the head
of almost all their readers. In each of these
cases, providing an effective translation,
via footnote or whispering to your partner
in the seat next to you, ruins the joke’s
effect, its vitality—and yes, textual comedy
can be vital, too; as long as you’re in the
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life-world where those texts deeply matter.
But, of course, many of them don’t matter
anymore. Comedy has the dubious distinction
of staling quickly: if satire is indeed what
closes on Saturday night, then what of the
satire of the Enlightenment, whose battles, at
least for most of us and our readers, have been
largely over and done with for many years?
(If you want to take the position that these
battles are far from over, there are plenty of
other cases to choose from: the anti-idolatry
satire of the biblical prophets, which has
successfully translated the notion of idol
worship from a complex milieu of pagan
spirituality to the spectacle of a bunch of
morons worshipping sticks and stones.) And
so any translation is by definition doomed
to failure, lacking, as it must, the urgency
and vitality that gave that comedy its punch,
its effect: and without that, what is it?
(I won’t even dwell on the banal, but
crucial, difficulties in rendering the actual
material itself in translation: the risk of failing
to find equivalently comically resonant
equivalents, and the humility any of us feel at
trying to do so with texts produced by masters
of the comic form. I suspect I’m not the only
one who’s looked at a translation they’ve
produced and said this, or the equivalent:
“Well, it’s funny . . . but it’s not Sholem Aleichem
funny.” I mean this both in terms of quality
and in terms of rendering the particular style
and sensibility of that author. It’s a deflating,
if perhaps inevitable, feeling, and to keep
myself—and perhaps my readers—from
feeling too bad, I’m going to move on.)
We can even suggest that the history of
the reception of some works of Jewish comedy
is a history of mistranslation—if we take that
word to refer to properties of form and genre,
not just content—and here’s where we as
scholars are put on notice. If the book of Jonah
is, as numerous scholars suggest, a parody
of the prophetic mission, rather than an
account of one itself, then its placement in the
Yom Kippur liturgy would have occasioned
snickers and guffaws quite different from

those originally intended by its authors.
The processes we engage in of reverential
treatment of our past—whether it be the
sacralizing tendencies of traditionally minded
Jews toward canonizing every text or the
sacralizing tendencies of scholars to impute
deep meaning to every statement—may be
dangerous to the spirit of play that capers at
the heart of comedy. Translation, in short, is,
in the academy at least, a serious enterprise, as
it should be; and it’s hard to be deeply serious
and keep your sense of humor about you.
Hard, but not impossible; and our
field has been blessed with a wide variety
of academics, translators, and academic
translators who are attuned to the lively
play of language in Jewish texts and who do
their utmost to fight against these literary
and scholarly entropies. (Call it Larry
David’s Fourth Law of Thermodynamics:
absent outside effort, everything, in the
end, approaches being unfunny.) But if a
common theme in a translation issue is both
translation’s necessity and its dangers, comedy
seems to illuminate that more than much else.
There’s a famous, perhaps the famous,
Jewish joke—it’s the one told by Olsvanger
at the beginning of his iconic joke collection,
L’Chayyim—about the number of times
different people, including a Jew, laugh when
you tell them a joke. But I’m not going to
tell it here. For one thing, it takes too long to
set up. And then I’d have to explain it. And
I’d probably have to say something about
how it appears in different variants . . .
Translating jokes is hard, is what
I’m saying. That’s my point.
Still glad we’re doing it, though.
It’s better than the alternative.
Jeremy Dauber is the Atran Professor of Yiddish
Language, Literature, and Culture at Columbia
University, where he directs its Institute for
Israel and Jewish Studies. His most recent book
is The Worlds of Sholem Aleichem: The
Remarkable Life and Afterlife of the Man
Who Created Tevye (Schocken, 2013).
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Questionnaire
What is the role of language study in the undergraduate
Jewish Studies curriculum?
Naomi Brenner
Department of Near Eastern Languages and
Cultures, The Ohio State University
One hundred years ago, Jewish life was full
of debates over languages. At the Czernowitz
Language Conference in 1908, attendees
argued about what the Jewish national
language should be, Yiddish or Hebrew. In
the Jewish community in Palestine, educators
and public figures debated what the language
of instruction should be in schools: French,
German, English, Arabic, or Hebrew. At
much the same time, east European writers
like Semen An-sky and Shmuel Niger were
arguing about the proper language for modern
secular Jewish literature, Russian or Yiddish.
These linguistic rivalries have been
relegated to history, but questions of language,
specifically questions about Jewish languages,
surface in other contexts. While there
are many different definitions of a Jewish
language, I am referring to languages that,
historically, were spoken and/or written by
Jews and were distinct from the languages
spoken in the surrounding non-Jewish
world. I believe that Jewish languages
have a central place in the Jewish Studies
curriculum. The question that we should be
asking is not whether or not Jewish Studies
programs should require students to study
a Jewish language, but rather which Jewish
languages students should be able to study.
A Jewish Studies curriculum should
reflect the broadly interdisciplinary nature
of the field, ranging from the analysis
of Jewish texts to the diversity of Jewish
practices and cultures to the politics and
history of premodern and modern Jewish
life. Language study has a critical role in the
attainment of these learning objectives by
cultivating an awareness of the multiplicity
of Jewish existence. Jewish communal values
and history, religious practices, and textual
and oral traditions seep into language and
language study. Practically speaking, the
language offered by most Jewish Studies
programs in North America is Hebrew. But the
Jewish language should not have to be Hebrew.
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Jewish Studies programs need to find
ways to cultivate the study of a variety of
Jewish languages by offering courses in
lesser-taught Jewish languages like Yiddish
and Ladino, adding flexibility to major
and minor requirements, or sponsoring
events that spotlight Jewish languages and
multilingualism. Recognizing and teaching
Jewish languages is critical for preserving
these tongues and for understanding the
dynamics of Jewish life, past and present.

since we are nonetheless of the opinion that
some basic familiarity with Hebrew and
Yiddish, at least, is essential, we developed
a course called “Introduction to Jewish
Languages,” in which students can learn the
basics (alphabet, significant and frequent
phrases, important historical information) of
Aramaic, Biblical and Modern Hebrew, and
Yiddish. As our program is a minor, there
is also some room to encourage students to
study another language in more depth.

Jennifer Hoyer

Joseph Lam

World Languages, Literatures, and Cultures,
University of Arkansas

Religious Studies, University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill

As we create our new Jewish Studies program
and minor at the University of Arkansas,
we often discuss how best to integrate a
language component, because we feel that
some amount of language study is essential.
Whatever approach a student takes to Jewish
Studies, another language besides English
will play a role. The deeper a student wishes
to go, the more familiarity with languages
beyond English is necessary. At the very
least, central ideas in Jewish thought are
inseparable from Hebrew, while study
of Jewish life around the world requires
knowledge of other languages, whether for
practical purposes, or for historical cultural
significance (the Greek translation of the
Hebrew Bible, for example, or questions of
assimilation, emigration, or repatriation).
We approach the issue of language
study with three concerns in particular:
staffing; feasibility of completing the
minor; and the university’s decision to
remove language study from its core course
requirements. Will requiring language study
discourage or even prohibit students from
minoring? And if we do require language
study, should we require Hebrew? Ancient
or modern? What about other current or
historically important languages like Latin,
Greek, French, German, Russian, Spanish,
or Arabic? What about Yiddish or Ladino?
We are currently unable to offer Hebrew,
Yiddish, or Ladino on a consistent basis;

One’s answer to this question depends on
one’s approach to Jewish Studies overall. If
one conceives of the field as synonymous
with the study of traditional Judaism, with
a focus on certain canonical texts (e.g.,
Tanakh, Talmud), then language study would
be necessary only insofar as it enables the
reading and interpretation of such texts.
But if one adopts a more expansive view
of Jewish Studies, one that has at its heart
a process of critical reflection on matters
of identity and culture formation, then it
is possible to grant language study a role
that is more than ancillary. Since language,
by nature, encodes culture, the study of
language can serve as one of the many sites
for this critical cultural reflection. Such
a view would imply a broadening of the
languages in the curriculum, beyond the
traditional focus on Hebrew, to include
other languages with cultural significance
for Jews throughout history (e.g., Yiddish,
Ladino). More importantly, the teaching
of these languages would not be restricted
to grammar instruction, but would give
attention to the interaction between the
shape of these languages and the social and
historical circumstances of their use.
In a Classical Hebrew course that I
developed for the Jewish Studies program
at UNC–Chapel Hill, we adopt just such
an approach. In addition to presenting the
fundamentals of Biblical Hebrew grammar,

BERMAN FOUNDATION DISSERTATION FELLOWSHIPS
in Support of Research in the Social Scientific Study of the Contemporary
American Jewish Community
Directed by the Association for Jewish Studies
AJS is pleased to announce the 2016 Berman Foundation Dissertation Fellowships in
Support of Research in the Social Scientific Study of the Contemporary American
Jewish Community. The Berman Fellowships—two awards of $16,000 each—will
support doctoral work in the social scientific study of the North American Jewish
community during the 2016–2017 academic year.
Applicants must be PhD candidates at accredited higher educational institutions
who have completed their comprehensive exams and received approval for their
dissertation proposals (ABD).
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 26, 2016
For further information, please visit the AJS website at www.ajsnet.org.
Support for this project is generously provided by the MANDELL L. AND
MADELEINE H. BERMAN FOUNDATION.

BERMAN FOUNDATION EARLY CAREER FELLOWSHIPS
in Support of Research in the Social Scientific Study of the Contemporary
American Jewish Community
Directed by the Association for Jewish Studies
AJS is pleased to announce the Berman Foundation Early Career Fellowships in
Support of Research in the Social Scientific Study of the Contemporary American
Jewish Community. The Berman Early Career Fellowships—awards up to $8,000
for the 2016–2017 academic year—will provide funds to offset scholars’ expenses in
turning their dissertations into monographs or refereed journal articles. These
awards aim to help recent PhDs make significant contributions to the field at an
early point in their academic career, as well as help position early career scholars to
secure a tenure-track position or achieve tenure.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 26, 2016
For further information, including eligibility requirements and application instructions,
please visit the AJS website at www.ajsnet.org.
Support for this project is generously provided by the MANDELL L. AND
MADELEINE H. BERMAN FOUNDATION.
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A R E YO U LO O K I N G F O R A G R E AT S P E A K E R ?
Here are just a few of the more than 80 speakers
you can host through the AJS Distinguished Lectureship Program!

Judah M. Cohen, Indiana University
Anne Frank: A Musical Legacy

David H. Ellenson, Brandeis University
Conversion to Judaism in the Modern Era

Vanessa L. Ochs, University of Virginia
Women of the Wall

The AJS Distinguished

Lectureship Program
connects organizations,
institutions and communities
with dynamic speakers in the
field of Jewish Studies.
We will help you identify and
arrange a talk by a leading
Jewish Studies scholar,
enriching your next program
with one of over 350 lecture
topics. Talks cover the breadth
of Jewish history, religion,
politics, and culture. Speakers
give one lecture per year on
behalf of the Lectureship
Program, and donate the lecture
fee to the AJS.
We are currently booking
lectures for the 2015–16
academic year.
Visit us online at ajslectures.org.

Shuly Rubin Schwartz, The Jewish
Theological Seminary
From Jewess Jeans to Juicy JAPs: Clothing and
Jewish Stereotypes

David Shneer, University of Colorado
at Boulder

Questions?
Contact Shira Moskovitz,
Program Manager, at
smoskovitz@ajs.cjh.org
or 917-606-8249.

Memorial to the Nazi Persecution of
Gay Men: Who and What Are We
Remembering
Distinguished
Lectureship
Program

we explore the historical circumstances
behind the emergence of Hebrew as a distinct
linguistic entity in the southern Levant in the
first millennium BCE. In surveying such topics
as the invention of the alphabet, the pre-exilic
inscriptions, and the development of the
ancient Hebrew and Aramaic scripts, we come
to understand the early history of written
Hebrew in relation to the crafting of social
and political identities. Thus the study of
the language, beyond facilitating the reading
of canonical texts, becomes also a window
into the dynamics of cultural formation.

Anita Norich
English and Judaic Studies,
University of Michigan
At the risk of seeming terribly old-fashioned
or even cantankerous, I would have to answer
this question by lamenting that it needs to be
asked at all. I know it is a real question and one
that—given the state of language instruction
and acquisition in the United States— is posed
with increasing urgency. It is a sign of the
times and not an encouraging one. A liberal
arts curriculum that does not have language
study at its center makes no sense to me. We
spend a lot of time in the academy seeking
diversity and attending to difference. How
can we hope to do that without teaching the
languages in which other cultures flourished
and understood themselves? And ‘ad kamah
ve-kamah (how much more so) is this true of
Jewish Studies. Hebrew, Yiddish, Ladino, or the
languages used by Jews in any of the lands and
times of their existence seem to me absolutely
essential if we are to know something about
the civilizations they created and lived within.
In her story “Envy, or Yiddish in America”
Cynthia Ozick reminded us that Elijah the
Prophet is not the same as Eliohu hanovi and
Bible Lands is quite different from eretz yisroel.
There are an infinite number of similar
examples. It is not just that one person’s
nakba (catastrophe) is another’s milh.emet
ha-‘az.ma’ut (War of Independence), offering
antithetical perspectives on the same event,
but that even excellent translations have
different resonances because the source and
target languages are directed toward and
understood by distinct audiences. Surely,
how we name things matters. To Ozick’s
reminder, we might add that Wissenschaft
means more than “knowledge,” yiddishkeyt
more than Jewishness, and that Shoah, Khurbn,
and Holocaust are not quite synonyms or

translations. That kind of understanding
cannot happen without language study.

Robert Schine
Jewish Studies, Middlebury College
The year was 1923. H. ayim Nah.man Bialik,
then in Berlin, wrote a congratulatory letter to
the editors of Dvir, a new journal of Jewish
Studies that was launched in Berlin and
published only in Hebrew. Bialik’s letter was
reprinted as the headpiece of the first issue:
the founding of a journal of Jewish Studies in
Hebrew in the birthplace of modern Jewish
Studies was an occasion for celebration—
“for reciting the She-heh.iyonu.” Bialik hoped
that Western Jewish scholars were finally
recognizing that “translated Judaism,”
which he claimed was an invention of the
Wissenschaft des Judentums, was misbegotten
from the start. Jewish Studies should be
transacted only in Hebrew. Judaism is
untranslatable.
How distant is Bialik’s vision of such
a Hebrew utopia now, and how contrary to
the present state of Jewish Studies. I have
been at Middlebury College for most of
thirty years, hired to teach Jewish Studies and
Classical Hebrew, and yet, as at other liberal
arts colleges with minor and occasionally
major programs in Jewish Studies, a
vanishingly small number of students
pursue Hebrew study for the purpose of
unlocking the literary treasure trove of Jewish
tradition. A few want to read the Bible.
I sympathize with Bialik’s motives, if
not with his plea for linguistic exclusivity:
to read Hebrew texts with students means to
escort them behind the veil of translation, to
reveal etymology—I recall, for instance, my
own thrill as an undergrad at learning that
“to exile” connoted “to lay the land bare,”
or that the verb system of Classical Hebrew
indicated a foreign conception of tense
and time. And yet now it is the rare college
student who will have similar experiences.
The MLA statistics tell the story1: the study
of Hebrew is in decline. In the four years
ending in 2013, Biblical Hebrew declined by
8.7% and even Modern Hebrew by 19.4% (!).
Over a decade ago, when Peter Cole visited
Middlebury to give a course on the medieval
poets he was collecting for his anthology The
Dream of the Poem, four advanced students of
Classical Hebrew were eager to meet with
him weekly to read the original texts. That
clientele no longer exists. Even the famed

University of Wisconsin Department of
Hebrew and Semitic Studies eliminated its
BA program in Biblical Hebrew. To be sure,
Middlebury’s summer school in Hebrew
is thriving, drawing graduate students,
undergraduates, and many professionals from
government service, but the college’s regular
year-round courses in Modern Hebrew, like
those at its sister institutions, do not fill.
Thus, it seems that nearly a century
after Bialik’s Ashkenazic-accented “Sheheh.iyonu” fewer students are interested in
Classical Hebrew as the language of a long
literary tradition. The shrinking number of
undergraduates who do study Hebrew enroll
in courses in Modern Hebrew, the key to
the vital contemporary Israeli scene. Their
interest is the Israeli present, not the Jewish
literature of the diasporic past. Whereas
Bialik sought to sustain the connection
between the Hebrew literary past and the
vernacular coming alive in his day, its seems
to me that present trends will allow that
past to recede from the field of vision of a
likewise diminishing number of students.
1. David Goldberg et al., Enrollments in
Languages Other Than English in United States
Institutions of Higher Education, Fall 2013
(Modern Language Association of America, Web
publication February 2015: http://www.mla.org/
pdf/2013_enrollment_survey.pdf ).

Gilya Schmidt
Director, Fern and Manfred Steinfeld Program
in Judaic Studies, University of Tennessee
The study of languages is highly valued at
the University of Tennessee, with a large
Department of Modern Foreign Languages and
Literatures as well as a Department of Classics.
However, languages that relate to Jewish
Studies are not included in either department.
This is most unfortunate, as it is impossible
to study a complex civilization like Judaism
without knowledge of the requisite languages.
Both Biblical Hebrew and Modern
Hebrew were being taught at this institution
before there was a Judaic Studies Program,
but in a very idiosyncratic way. Biblical
Hebrew was taught as an upper-level
companion course and as an overload by
the professor who taught Hebrew Bible in
the Department of Religious Studies. After
the faculty member’s retirement, Biblical
Hebrew was not taught for about a decade.
In 2012, we were fortunate that the spouse
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of a new colleague offered to teach Biblical
Hebrew. Religious Studies revamped Biblical
Hebrew in line with other language courses
(levels I and II) and it now fulfills the Arts
and Sciences language requirement.
A Modern Hebrew tape program has
existed at the University of Tennessee for
more than twenty years. At this university,
Modern Hebrew is known as a less commonly
taught language and is located in Asian
Studies, an interdisciplinary program
like Judaic Studies. Students study in the
language lab with the assistance of a tutor.
Modern Hebrew fulfills the Arts and Sciences
language requirement. In 2008 I was able to
convince a donor to help fund a real teacher
of Modern Hebrew. Now in its sixth year, the
uncertainty of future funding necessitates
our making conservative promises to
potential hires, which in turn inhibits efforts
to aggressively grow this course of study.
It is urgent for the Fern and Manfred
Steinfeld Program in Judaic Studies, now
in its third decade, to secure permanent
funding for Hebrew language instruction
and to rethink the Judaic Studies

curriculum so that Hebrew will become
an integral part of our course of study.

Barry Wimpfheimer
Director, The Crown Family Center for Jewish
and Israel Studies, Northwestern University
Seven years ago, when colleagues and
I sat around a table to discuss Jewish
Studies curricular requirements for
undergraduates, our discussion was swift
and unequivocal: Jewish Studies majors
would need to have Hebrew or Yiddish.
This consensus reflected my own sense
that even in those areas of Jewish Studies
in which languages are not absolutely
essential for primary research, additional
language skills only enhance the work.
Today, as the administrator responsible
for running Northwestern’s undergraduate
program in Jewish Studies, I am not sure I
have the luxury of demanding a language
requirement that stands for rigor and
baseline competence as a researcher. Under
attack, the humanities disciplines are

increasingly asked to justify their project
through metrics: the number of students
enrolled in courses and the number of
students who major and minor in a given
subject. While Jewish Studies is somewhat
cushioned against the threat of departmental
closure by our relatively large endowments,
this shelter does not guarantee that we
will be able to continue to offer lowenrollment specialty courses and that we
will be able to replace departing faculty.
A couple of recent email exchanges
with students have made it clear to me
that our language requirement can be
prohibitive to some students who would
otherwise be willing to commit to the
number of courses required of a major.
This pragmatic questioning of the status
quo causes me to reflect on the theoretical
question from two different angles. First, I’ve
come to realize the extent to which higher
education in the United States has been
undergoing a significant change with respect
to languages. The movement away from core
requirements has destroyed the notion of a
classical education that supported both the

The Helen Gartner Hammer Scholar in Residence Program at HBI
The Helen Gartner Hammer Scholar in Residence
Program welcomes applications from scholars,
artists, writers, and communal professionals on any
topic related to Jewish gender studies for residencies
of one to four months in Summer or Fall 2016.
All Scholars-in-Residence receive a monthly stipend,
housing or a housing subsidy, and office space at
the Brandeis University Women's Studies Research
Center.

Accepting applications for: Summer/Fall 2016
Application deadline: 01/28/16
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study of the humanities in universities and
the historical rise of Jewish Studies as a
discipline. Second, the changing shape of
humanities education is making the choice
of a major in Jewish Studies harder than it
has been. Perhaps the goal of such a major
should not be the production of students
capable of doing graduate-level primary
research in Jewish Studies (a goal we are
proudly achieving for our small cadre of
majors), but of producing students who
have honed critical thinking and writing
skills while considering the subsection of
the humanities that addresses things Jews
have done?

Ed Wright
Director, Arizona Center for Judaic Studies,
University of Arizona
In recent years students and parents have
demanded that undergraduate programs
produce graduates who can earn a “decent
living.” Enrollments in STEM majors (science,
technology, engineering, math) have exploded.
These majors have reduced or altogether

eliminated the foreign language requirement.
This trend is understandable amidst the quest
for a more efficient undergraduate experience,
but it is also regrettable because language
is how humans communicate, and people
speak a plethora of languages. Mastery of a
foreign language takes considerable time and
effort, but it pays a tremendous dividend: it
enables us to communicate with people from
different cultures. Today’s world is diverse
and interdependent, so reduced foreign
language requirements ultimately will limit
our students’ chances to have an impact on
and to succeed in the global marketplace.
Foreign language competence is essential
to student success in Jewish Studies because
it enables them to engage with aspects of
Jewish civilizations across vast linguistic
boundaries. In a graduate seminar at the
Hebrew University years ago, I witnessed a
telling exchange between the professor and a
student. The professor had assigned readings
in a few languages, and one student noted
that he could read only Hebrew and English.
The professor’s response was direct and
firm: “What, you think Jewish civilization

exists only in Hebrew and English? How
do you expect to engage with the ideas of
Jews who speak other languages?” Foreign
language competence enables us to examine
events and ideas through others’ eyes, an
absolutely essential skill in today’s world.
Jewish Studies also has a temporal
dimension, reaching back over three thousand
years. Jews at various times used Hebrew,
Greek, Aramaic, Ladino, Yiddish, and other
languages. Inscriptions, administrative
records, and vast literary works reveal aspects
of Jewish life from biblical to modern times.
Competence in foreign languages pertinent
to Jewish Studies enables us to study the
literary records of past generations. In a very
real sense, we preserve their memory as we
understand how they expressed their unique
take on Judaic culture.
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GRADUATE JEWISH STUDIES AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
Masters Programs
•
MA in Jewish Studies
•
MA in Jewish Studies with Concentration in Hebrew Language
Pedagogy
Doctoral Program
•
PhD in the Departments of History, English, Comparative
Literature, or Philosophy. Applications are made through those
departments.
Opportunities for Professional Students
•
MLS and MEd programs with Jewish Studies concentrations.
•
Graduate Certificate in Jewish Studies in conjunction with a
graduate course of study. Optional Public Relations core series
for Jewish Studies MA Students.
Resources
•
World-renown faculty at a top public research university.
•

Growing Library Judaica collection of over 100,000 volumes.

•

National Archives, the Library of Congress, the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Museum, and other museums, agencies, and
institutions. The University of Maryland is a member of
the Consortium of Universities of the Washington Metropolitan
Area.

Tuition Assistance and Fellowships are available
For more information see http://jewishstudies.umd.edu or contact:
Joseph and Rebecca Meyerhoff Center for Jewish Studies, University
of Maryland, 4141 Susquehanna Hall, College Park, MD 20742,
jwst-contact@umd.edu
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Yale University
Program in Judaic Studies
Postdoctoral Associate in
Ancient Judaism/Jewish History
2016-2018
The Program in Judaic Studies at Yale University is offering a
two-year Postdoctoral fellowship that will begin on July 1, 2016.
Candidates for the fellowship must have a Ph.D. in hand by
July 1, 2016 and must have received the degree no earlier than 2013.
The Program seeks a specialist in Ancient Judaism/Jewish History
who will work closely with appropriate members of Yale’s faculty.
The Judaic Studies Postdoctoral Associate will be expected to be in
residence, to conduct research in Yale’s library and archival
collections, to participate actively in the intellectual life of the
university, and to teach two semester courses over two years.
The annual stipend will be $57,000 plus health benefits.
Candidates apply online at academicjobsonline.org or
send a cover letter, CV, project proposal, three letters
of recommendation, and a list of proposed courses to:
Judaic Studies Program
P.O. Box 208282
New Haven, CT 06520-8282
EMAIL: renee.reed@yale.edu
The deadline for receipt of application materials is February 8, 2016.
Yale University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
Yale values diversity in its faculty, students, and staff and strongly encourages
applications from women and underrepresented minority professionals.

www.judaicstudies.yale.edu
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ASSOCIATION FOR JEWISH STUDIES
47th ANNUAL CONFERENCE

DECEMBER 13–15, 2015 | SHERATON BOSTON
More than 190 sessions on the latest research in Jewish Studies: panels,
roundtables, seminars, lightning sessions, and more!

SPECIAL EVENTS
• Plenary (December 13, 8:00 pm – 9:00 pm): Schocken’s Nextbook series editor Jonathan Rosen in
conversation with Yehudah Mirsky (Brandeis University) and Lisa Moses Leff (American University),
“Jewish Studies in the Public Sphere: What We Write, Who Reads It, and Why That Matters.”
• Jewish Studies and Digital Humanities Workshop (December 14, 10:00 am – 11:30 am): Join AJS
members for an informal and interactive presentation of research projects, research tools, teaching
tools, and other born-digital projects.
• AJS Honors Its Authors Coffee Reception (December 14, 4:30 pm – 5:00 pm): Celebrating AJS
members who have published books in 2015. Sponsored by the Jewish Book Council Sami Rohr Prize.
• Pedagogy and Professional Development Sessions: More than a dozen sessions related to teaching
Jewish Studies, as well as sessions on careers outside of academia, and publishing a scholarly book.
• Evening Events: Receptions, films, theatrical performances, special talks.

AJS thanks our 2015 sponsors . . .
GALA BANQUET AND PLENARY LECTURE SPONSORS
Gold Level Sponsors
Boston University, Elie Wiesel Center for
Jewish Studies
Hebrew Union College–Jewish Institute of Religion
Johns Hopkins University, The Leonard and
Helen R. Stulman Jewish Studies Program
Yale University, Judaic Studies Program
Silver Level Sponsors
American University, Jewish Studies Program
and Center for Israel Studies
Arizona State University, Center for Jewish
Studies
Baltimore Hebrew Institute at Towson University
Barnard College, Program in Jewish Studies
Cambridge University Press
Indiana University, Robert A. and Sandra S. Borns
Jewish Studies Program
The Jewish Theological Seminary, Gershon
Kekst Graduate School

New York University, Skirball Department of
Hebrew and Judaic Studies
Northwestern University, The Crown Family
Center for Jewish Studies
Rutgers University Press
Stanford University, Taube Center for Jewish
Studies
University of Connecticut, The Center for Judaic
Studies and Contemporary Jewish Life
University of Michigan, Jean & Samuel Frankel
Center for Judaic Studies
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
Carolina Center for Jewish Studies
University of Pennsylvania, Jewish Studies
Program
The University of Texas at Austin, Schusterman
Center for Jewish Studies
University of Virginia, Jewish Studies
Program
Wesleyan University, Jewish and Israel Studies

CONFERENCE SPONSORS
Brandeis University
Sponsor of the
Welcome Reception

Jewish Book Council
Sponsor of the AJS
Honors Its Authors
program and badge
holder cords

The Jewish Theological
Seminary, Gershon
Kekst Graduate School
Sponsor of the
conference pens

Journal of Jewish
Identities
Sponsor of the
conference tote bags

For further information please refer to the AJS website at www.ajsnet.org or contact the
AJS office at ajs@ajs.cjh.org or (917) 606-8249.
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